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PHOTOS!
Would you like a picture of some special event orscene taken during the Banana Festival ???
-
The Fulton News photographer took over 200 pic-tures of scenes, people, parade floats and miscel-laneous events all during the Festival. These pic-tures are numbered and catalogued in a special dis-play book and 8x10 glossy prints may be orderedfrom any—or all—for $2.00 each.
Pictures may be seen, and prints ordered. at THENEWS OFFICE On Commercial Avenue
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29
from 9: am to 5: pm.
Come in and look through this beautiful book; it islike reliving the festival and following its sequence.If you missed an event, see it in the book. There arepictures of each talent winner, every float in theparade, and every girl in the pageant! Many of thepictures are in the FESTIVAL PICTORIAL SUP-PLEMENT.
Please note: You may order full 8x10 glossy printsof ANY OF THE 119 pictures in the NEWS FESTI-VAL PICTORIAL edition anytime, but our specialdisplay book containing over 200 pictures (Includ-ing 80 not in the pictorial supplement) will be at theNews office ONE DAY ONLY: Friday, October 29.
Scout Finance Drive Opens;Walker Makes Plea For Support
Financially speaking, Fulton andSouth Fulton get over five timesas much out of Scouting than theyput into it, Scoutmaster CharlesWalker told Rotarians Tuesday attheir weekly luncheon at the ParkTerrace.
Walker, who Is finance drivechairman for the Fulton-South Ful-ton area for the forthcoming drivefor funds, told Rotarians that over$7300 yearly is spent by the FourRivers Council in the twin cities,Yet only about $1300 has been rais-ed annually in the past to help fi-nance these activities. He issued aplea to Betarians—and to all theeideent4 the enialleeilli0 as well
—to do their best is boost thisyear's contribution total as close tothe $3500 goal as possible.In a forceful speech to his audi-ence, Walker reeotuited many ofhis experiences as a Scoutmasterwith his young charges, pointing
Annual PCA Meet
Will Be At Cayce
The Thirty-Second Annual Meet-ing of the Jackson Purchase Pro-duction Credit Association will beheld at Cayce Elementary School,Thursday night, November 4.A barbecue supper will be served,to be *towed by a business meet-ing and entertainment. ParnellGarrison, prominent farmer andregkilered cattle breeder of FultonOsthilly is President of the orgeniza-tims width serves eight Puritan?Comes, with loans to over twenty-five hundred farmers. Amerind-nattily two hundred fifty InItoeCounty farmers are meatball ofthe Association and use ever twoand three ineeter maks dellesannually in Ihmenskaf their farmoperations aunt to John P.Wilson, manager the Associa-tion in Fultou County.All members and interestedfarmers are invited to attend.
Harry Barry Attends
Chicago PHA Meeting
Harry A. Barry, R. S. attendedthe 93rd Annual American PublicHealth Association Meeting held atthe Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago,Illinois, last week, October 1842.There were about 5,000 registeredSot the meeting, among them Dr.George Novi, Director of DentalHealth, San. Francisco, California,Who was formerly a dentist in Hick-man,
Girl Scout Campfire
Is Tonight Al Park
Girl Scouts of the Twin Citiesere* will have a campfire programthis evening (Thursday) at the citypark, on the swimming pool side.The program, which gets under-way at 6:30 p• m., will includegroup singing and demonstratimuiof outdoor skills.
NINE TAKE FIRST CENSUS
unrreD NATIONS, N. thePest firs years nine countries havehell liner Bret national census,
wilt the help of the United Nations.
out many cases where Scout mem-bership has made a better young-ster out of a- weak one. "Scoutingteaches a boy to become self-re-liant", Walker pointed out, citinghikes, camping trips and otheroutdoor activities where experiencequickly converts the greenhorn, fullof mistakes into a careful veteranNvle profits by his experience*."There is no substitute for doing",he pointed out.
The entire range of the Scout pro-gram is represented in the Fultonand South Fulton area, and in avery active and worth',and If is supported almostby unpaid V11111,1111~11 who are thetroop committeemen, scoutmastersand others who contribute muchtime and effort to it, Walker stat-ed. "We seek no pay because we dothese things for the enjoyment ofIt, and the help we can provide,and the satisfaction we get out see-ing good training build good mindsand bodies is all the payment weask", he said.
But he pointed out that even withall of the volunteer work that goesInto the program, the Four RiversCouncil needs all the financial sup-port it can get to help it alongwith its modest budget, and Wynnton and South Fulton will just con-tribute halt as much as is spenthere annually on the program, thisyear's fund drive will go over thetop.
Bishop Moore Coming
Here For Revival
Bishop Arthur J. Moore of theMethodist Church will 'conduct arevival at the First MethodistChurch in Fulton November 23-De-cember 3, according to an an-nouncement this week by Rev. Wil-liam Barnes, pastor.
Bishop Moore, assigned by thechurch to full-time evangelistic ser-vice, began in his native Georgiaand has preached throughout thenation. Services here will be con-ducted twice daily during this spec-ial week.
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Number 43Passage Of Bond Issue Next TuesdayMeans Millions For Purchase, FultonNext Tuesday is election day . . . and votersthroughout the State will be asked to go to the polls tovote—among other things—on a $176 million bond issuefor roads and other capital improvements which willbe matched by $631.1 million Federal funds and $52.2millions in other funds.
Approval of the bond issue will mean that Ken-tucky would have a grand total of $860.7 millions overa period of four or five years for capital expansion thatwould be the biggest boost to the State's economy andwelfare of its people in history, without any new taxesbeing necessary.
Of prime importance to the Fulton area is theguarantee that passage of the bond issue will help guar-antee the building of the Purchase Parkway from Ful-ton to Gilbertsville, making Fulton the western term-inus of a modern expressway system that will stretchall the way to Cincinnati and to West Virginia. Comple-tion of such an across-State route is vital to Fulton as atraffic center, since it stands to lose some of its presentnorth-south traffic when the St. Louis-Memphis inter-state highway is completed on the other side of theriver.
This big bargain is available toKentucky as result of a Federalthree-prong program designed tohelp states that are willing and
capable of improving and expand-ing their highway syns. If Ken-tuckians do not appro. the bondissue, the state will bet Its 0PPor-
Fnlion-South Fulton Kickoff uses
High In The Sky And Disappears
Tbe opening kickoff at the SouthFulton - Fulton football game lastFriday night was probably the
most unusual ever witnessed on
any gridiron.
When the toe hit the ball, it sail-
ed Upward . . . and upward . . .
and waved . . . and, when lost
seen, it was still rising.
It was South Fulton fans whoplanned the stunt, declared, "The
world's longest and highest kick-off."
To be truthful and to get thatpuzzled expression off your face,
we must admit that the kicker hadlots of help. Attached to the football
were a total of 50 balloons, each 26Inches in inflated diameter and
each filled with helium.
Red and white streamers attachedto the football proudly proclaimedthe 6-1 record of the South FultonRed Devils and pointed out thatSouth ram and Fulton are thehome of the annual InternationalBanana Festival.
On a more serious note, anotherstreamer declared: "Our twotowns stand united in support ofour men in Viet Nam."
Also attached to the foothill,
which was autographed by theSouth Fulton players and coaches,was a flare. When the football be-gan its Ascent, the flare remainedvisible for about 15 minutes untilthe football disappeared toward thesouth
Red Devil fans are lisping thefootball will travel a thousand milesbefore it comes down and thatwherever it finally comes to earth,the finder will return the football.They are taking up a collection topresent the finder with a cash re-ward.
What's the reason behind thestunt?
"Well," explained one of the
ringleaders, "there are several rea-
sons. We're proud of gar footballteam and its fine rear. this year.And our gam. with Tam is al-
ways the big game et the year.And we waded the we to imaw
tbdRarelti- With pat
between TRIM and ?Akeen the fogiben fieldc k ben&
In-hand on such things as the In-
ternational Banana Festival and we
are united in our support of our
soldiers in Viet Nam."
Incidentally, the Red Devil re-
cord this week is 7-1. They used a
first quarter safety to defeat Ful-
ton in a 2-0 defensive battle.
South Fulton PTA
Names Henderson,
Reams And Dunn
Mrs. Frank Barber, South Fulton
PTA nresident, has announced
the appointment of Harold Hender-son and Harry Reams as co-chair-
men of the committee to "lookinto" the PTA project for this year.
The PTA, in looking for a project that would benefit all childrenin the elementary and high schools,put the air conditioning of thecafeteria first as the list. This isquite a big undertaking and theouly way the PTA can accomplishthis goal is for each and everyfamily represented in the school tohave at least one member of thefamily join the PTA.
Mrs. Barber also appointedHenry Dunn as chairman of thespecial committee for AmericanEducation Week, November 8through 13.
tunity to receive Federal matchingfunds because they lapse in 1972.Matching funds actually are taxdollars of Kentuckians returnedfrom Washington. If Kentucky doesnot receive these matching funds,they will go to some other neighborstate that has had foresight to passa bond issue to get Federal money.If bond money is not voted, Ken-tucky would be unable to raise $35to $40 million annually — exceptthrough much higher taxes—tomeet requirements to obtain Fed-eral matching funds. Most of Ken-tucky's neighbor states alreadyhave passed much larger bondissues than $176 millions just for
Tripp and Dellyer
Vie For Mayor In
Only Local Race
The citizens of Fulton will go tothe polls Tuesday to make theirselection for Mayor of Fulton forthe next four years.
This is the only race in this endof the county where there is anycontest, since the four commission-ers here are running without op-position.
Gilbert DeMyer, seeking re-elec-tion as Mayor, points to a highlysuccessful record of achievementduring his term of office in an ad-
vertisement elsewhere in this sec-tion of the paper. He has been en-dorsed by the Commissioners asone who has "worked well" withthem, and with whom they wouldlike to continue.
Opposing DeMyer will be NelsonTripp, a former mayor who kelt toDeMyer in a close race tar years-
ago in a bid for re-electkin.. .The absence of any public agita-bon for a change is isdicatesthat Fulton citizens are pleased
with the outstanding accomplish-
ments of the current city govern-
ment and will return it intact.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY
There will be a Hallowe'en partySaturday night at the Water Valley
community center from 7: to 10:p. m. The public is invited.
roads in order to take advantage ofmatching funds.
In reality, $176 million bond issueis Kentucky's long-range capital-improvement budget.
Since legislation authorizing bondissue to be put on ballot was ap-
A MULTI-MILLION STAKEIn the past few months sinceIt became known that the bondissue was to be placed on theNovember ballot, a massive listof endorsing organizations fromevery part of the State has con-tinued to grow with the realiza-tion of its potential State-widebenefits.
Perhaps one of the most per-tinent to this area is a strong en-dorsement of the Better RoadsCouncil, Inc, issued this week,addressed to West Kentuckians asfollows:
Less than a week from nowKentuckians will go to the pollsto vote on the ;176 million bondissue, the key to Kentucky's fu-ture.
This is to urge you to us* yourinfluence to obtain its passage.From that bond issue will growe capital construction programof MAO million to be used overa five year period. NO ADDI-TIONAL OR INCREASED TAX-ES ARE NECESSARY TO RE-TIRE THE BONDS.
Western Kentucky has a multi-million dollar stake In its ens-sage, funds for desperately need-ed highways, buildings for Mur-ray State College, expansion ofthe vocational school at Owens-boro, funds for new buildings atthe Hopkinsvill• and HendersonCommunity Colleges, pasts ex-pansion and new develegmweit atboih Kemwetry Lake and 'BarkleyLake.
The list is lees and the need
append*.
Failure to approve ibe bondissue means that Kentuckians
will pay federal gasoline taxesto Washington but the funds willgo to other states which have
approved bond issues to obtainthe matching federal money.
• • • •
;roved in the House of Representa-tives at 1964 session by vote of 74to 10 and in the Senate by vote of28 to 7, this means that the people's
Huntingdon Chosen Over Marlin
For 81/2-Million Aluminum Plant
An 3 1-2-million-dollar aluminum
sheet and foil rolling plant of theH. Y. Reynolds Tobacco Companyhas chosen Huntingdon, Tennessee
over Martin, according to word re-
ceived in Martin last week.
Martin industrial leaders, whohad felt much optimism in that
city's amen of landing the giantIndustry, cited "factors over whichthey had no control" as influencingthe decision to build in Hunting-don: the proximity of the plant's
ation to its source of raw ma-terials, and the results of soil-bear-ing tests.
The company will use aluminumfrom the Consolidated AluminumCompany in New Johnsonville,Tennessee as its basic productionraw material, and, with its largepresses, the stability of the soil
in the available location had to bebeyond question.
Moe Cavin, Martin businessman
and president of the Martin Indus-trial Board, said that a decisionto haul the raw materials by truck
rather than by rail also influencedthe final location of the plant. Mar-tin is some 70 miles from the NewJoluisorville complex. Huntingdonis less than 35 miles away.
"These were factors over whichthe community has no control,"Cavin said. "Of course, we were
extremely disappointed not to havethe plant here, but we gave iteverything we had. They were
closer, we were further away. Our
soil-bearing tests were 'good',theirs were 'perfect'."
'People-To-People" Aid To Ecuad or Is Goal Of New Kentucky GroupA group of Kentuckians is settingup an organization to supplementU. S. foreign aid to Ecuador on apeople-to-people basis.
This group of Kentucky economic,government and civic leaders willwork with the Federal Agency forInternational Development (AID).The Kentuckians, calling them-selves the Kentucky Partners ofthe Alliance with Ecuador, willfunction mainly as a collectionagency for materials needed inEcuador, such as school, hospitaland playground equipment. Pro-jects originating in an Ecuadorancommunity are approved by AIDbefore the Kentueldans participate.Governor Edward T. Breathitt ishonorary chairman of the organiza-tion,
Other officials are James C.Zimmerman, Louisville, executive
vice president of the KentuckyChamber of Commerce, chairman;L. Felix Joyner, Frankfort, Ken-
tucky commissioner of finance,vice chairman; Lee Roy Martin,Frankfort, Kentucky Departmentof Commerce, executive secretaryand Robert N. Cleveland, Louis-ville, Kentucky Rural Electric Co-operative Corporation, treasurer.Partners' activity is not a stategovernment operation but is an ef-fort by the people of Kentucky toassist the people of Ecuador, Zim-merman said.
The organization hopes for thedonation of obsolete material withwhich to aid Ecuador. Bedpost,such as hand-operated=beds replaced by
operated ones, could be diedlidedlithe United States and kidlynedlatIn South America.
Representatives of Putman, neho
visited Ecuador last sprhag, ream-
mended four projects lir 'gladly:a town plan for Quevadeosesikedththe Cayapa Indians in the
assistance in establishing eskubs-
trial park in the:Ts, and establish-ment of a community center on theoutskirts of Guayquil in an ex-tremely poverty-stricken communi-ty-
The group which visited Ecuadorotieststed of Zimmerman, Joyner,E. W. Kesler of Louisville andCharles W. LaVecit of Flemings-burg
Roger Buchanan, Frankfort, as-Natant director of the Kentucky?thence Department's budget di-vides, spent his recent vacation inNermador, mostly in Quevedo, underthe auspices of the U. S. Depart-leant of State, which paid for histrip. He served as a public admin-iMration technician for Partnersand consultant to the Quevedomunicipal greseament, ending amonth's IMP 
€1810bor 7.Orgesond to peak% materialsesistanee to the poverty-strickenareas of flieriort, the Partnerseludes a breed CTIIISIlleCtiOD of lo-
cal leaders from state and localgovernment as well as representa-tives of various organizations and
communities.
"Wherever a society is engagedIn a struggle to preserve the free-dom and dignity of the individual,It becomes incumbent upon all freemen to give assistance. This es-sentially is the aim and purposeof the Kentucky Partners of theAlliance with Ecuador," accordingto Zimmerman.
He said Kentuckians who wishto participate in Partners' work areinvited to write to the organizationat P. 0. Box No. let Frankfort,Kentucky 40601.
The Executive Ounendgee ofPartaess will oessisterierefecers
"ithe IL p. vissikalstwarr Viceirreablast the Isevkafite Cham-ber etCoansures, esti. E. Smith,Cu--' ligaiagarrliNdilkY RuralMeade Cesperative Carporation.
The 32-member Advisory Councilincludes Mayor William 0. Cowger,Ann L. Soper, Hasty W. Riddle,James H. Topmiller, Lee B. Thom-as, Ralph Fontaine, Joe Cresson,Rit;inirn Watkins, William T.Beam, E. W. Kesler, Paul K.Young, D. A. Sachs HI, P. Maclel-lan Wallace, and Tom Gates, all ofLouisv
Hayden Timmons, Mary S. Mar-shall, Dr. Harry Sparks, L. W.True, Mrs. Ray N. Dryden, andCattle Lou Miller, all of Trankfort,Dr. Donald J. Cotter asd BarryW. Cerium, both of
Henrietta P. Culver elAildifiCiller-son, Louise Russell of CasXlavile, Albert G. Clay
Harold H. Iluilman of BoldingGreen, Horace It Barker ed- An-chorage, Katherine Pedal Of Hop-kinsville and Franidort, Ivan Jett
of Georgetown, William LeVeck ofFlemingeburg. and Mrs. Paul West-pheling of Fulton.
iepresentatives had vision andforesight to recognize this as long-range budget program.
In nine years, Kentuckians haveapproved by overwhelming ma-jority two bond issues for roadfunds totaling $190 millions, one in1956 and the other in 1961.
Both those bond issues were sup-ported by Democratic and Repub-lican leadership and bi-partisancommittees and groups. Both issuesfound ready market at low aver-age interest rate of 3.109 percent.Those bonds are being paid offon schedule. One-fourth of 1956bond issue already is paid off.These two bond issues, totaling$190 millions, have brought to Ken-tucky $664 millions Federal match-ing funds.
Bond issues $139 millions roadfunds from $176 million issue isequally as big a bargain as theother two. This bond issue hassame bi-partisan support as theother two.
The two best things about theState Bond Issue to be voted onTuesday, November 2 is that it willbuild a lot of needed highways andbuildings and Kentucky will be ableto retire these bonds from continu-ed economic growth alone, withoutnew or higher taxes.
Kenlake Offers
A Halloween
Weekend For Fun
Pumpkins, black cats and witch-es will take over Kenlake StatePark near Hardin on October 29 toset the stage for a special "Hallo-ween Weekend" with fun for all,
Reservations are still availablefor the three-day program, says theState Parks Department, which isfeaturing the weekend in its fallfestival program of special vaca-tion recreation events.
Regular rates for accommoda-tions will apply—$9 per day singleand $14 double for hotel rooms, andfrom $12 per day to $16 per dayfor various cottage accommoda-ilons.
Reservations may be made di-rectly with the park or by callingthe department's central reserva-tion office in Frankfort (223-2105).Participants are invited to bringtheir costumes for the Saturdaynight dance party where PAM
will be given for the best get-ups.
A hayride and square dance Fri-day night will start the festivitiesat Kenlake, which is promised tobe the "most bewitddag spot inKentucky" on Halloween.
Methodist Rally Is
Nov. 4th at Murray
The Paris District Rally of theChristian Higher Education Cru-
sade, being carried out by theMemphis Conference at the Metho-dist Church, will convene in theMurray, Ky., First Church at 7:1$p. m. Thursday, November 4.
Bishop H. Ellis Finger, Jr., Resi-dent Bishop of the Conference, willbe the main speaker for the eve-
ning. He will speak on "The GreatChallenge".
The Crusade is to raise $1.5 mil-lion to be used to build a new
science building, to add 35,000 vol-
umes to the library, and to esipand
and build new physical educationfacilities.
Solicitation does not begin until
mid November.
Methodist Churches in the Fulton
area will be represented at the
rally.
Library Opus For
Basiaen Plowlay
The new municipal public libraryof the Twin Mei will officiallyopen next Mondpy, nrfember 1st.Mrs. John Thmkl, librarian, an-nounced this week that the librarywill be open daily, and at least enenight per week.
Now filled eilb 3000 edemas,plus Shim, records and
the fanner Fulton post atoll=frig bee been completely renwretedfor its new use.
1
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Slaughter On The Highways:
131 Every Day Of The Year
THE GHASTLY WASTE of hu-
man life through traffic deaths and
inuries on the streets and highways of
this nation is a positive disgrace.
With 48,000 Americans slaughter-
ed on the roads in 1964 (131 every day
of the year) and 3,840,000 crushed,
crippled and horribly disfigured, it is
utterly incredible that such grim and
gory goings-on fail to provoke a na-
tional uproar by those lucky enough
to have escaped the hearse or the hos-
pital.
Let an airplane crash and, in a
trice, the greatest scientific investiga-
tive apparatus in the country swings
into high gear to pin-point the cause
and assess blame.
"But," writes Richard Starnes,
New York Telegram columnist,
"when a motor car veers across a su-
perhighway median strip and reduces
four or five people to grisly human
rubbish the investigation is perfunc-
tory, frequently to the point of not
even determining which of the bloody
heaps of torn flesh was driving the
auto."
PROBABLY 50,000 of our
countrymen will lose their lives
in 1965 traffic accidents.
An equivalent death toll at
sea would require the sinking of
15 to 20 giant liners with all
hands aboard. In the air it would
require around 500 jet airplane
crashes about 40 every month
or 10 every week.
The argument is made, of course,
that with so many more cars being ad-
ded to already congested highways,
and that with so many more miles be-
ing traveled, there just have to be
more vehicular traffic accidents, more
deaths. It's a logical consequence.
Is it When, according to the
latest data prepared by the Travelers
Insurance Companies, four out of five
traffic accidents are the result of
avoidable driver errors? Is there any
logic in departing this world because
some fool passed on a blind curve?
Where is the logic in seeing a child
mowed down by a car driven by a
drunk? What's so logical about being
the victim of a maniac who chose of
his own free will to barrel through a
25 mph zone at twice that speed?
Logic? Don't try to sell us that.
We don't buy it. Nor do millions of
our countrymen. That argument is for
the birds. It's no excuse at all for such
carnage for, in the words of the
Travelers booklet, "one compelling
fact overpowers all the sophistry, all
the statistical juggling and all the
moralizing that goes on in attempts
to explain away the traffic death toll
in the United States: the overwhelm-
ing majority of traffic accidents could
have been avoided by an act of driver
will."
Proof? Exceeding the speed limit
killed more than 16,000 persons last
year and injured 1,344,000. Failing to
yield the right of way and driving on
the wrong side of the road killed an-
other 11,000 souls. Reckless driving
caused 6,000 deaths, while such repre-
hensible acts as passing on curves and
hills, cutting in, passing on the wrong
side, failing to signal or signalirig im-
properly accounted for well over
1,000 fatalities.
Couple this with the fact that
42,000 out of the 48,000 traffic deaths
in 1964 took place in clear weather
and the conclusion is inescapable—as
drivers acting on their own free will
are causing 80 percent of this coun-
try's traffic accidents, drivers ob-
viously are the only ones who can put
an end to this whole sorry mess.
That being so (and before the fed-
eral government takes matters into
its own hands), everyone who settles
behind the wheel of a car ought to be-
come right now a committee of one to
see to it that this nation's sickening
traffic toll is drastically reduced. And
none should be more willing to accept
such responsibility than the Christ-
ian. For to the God whom he serves
the lives of human beings, all human
beings, are precious, so precious that
He sent His only Son to earth to show
men and women of every class and
color how to live life at its freest and
finest.
It is well, then, to remind our-
selves now and again that the Lord
of all life who thunders, "Thou shalt
not kill," will not hold His people
guiltless, will not provide them im-
munity from the divine law and its
penalty if, through acts of sheer reck-
lessness while driving, they snuff out
the lives of their fellow creatures.
For, make no mistake about it, an
auto is a weapon. And it kills with the
same cold finality of a gun or a knife.
—Salvation Army "War Cry"
Let's Help The Handicapped The Only Way They
Need Help ... Help Them To Find Suitable Jobs
- Fall is here. The trees soon will
display their scarlet and golden
crowns - the air will be crisp with
just a hint of autumn's excitement.
Kentuckians will don their sweaters
and head for the great outdoors to
enjoy the freedom and beauty of long
walks and quiet togetherness.
Halloween will be here soon. Our
children, dressed as clowns, hoboes,
and the smallest witches imaginable,
will venture forth in the dusk of twi-
light to 'Trick or Treat" the neigh-
bors.
With this increase in activity af-
ter the lethargic dog days of August
and the subtle warmth of Indian Sum-
mer, people tend to become even
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more careless about their driving
habits. In 1964, October claimed more
lives as a result of motor vehicle acci-
dents than any other month.
There were 4,862 accidents, 93
of which were fatal, that claimed 123
lives. And all of this occurred within
just 31 short days, within 744 hours.
The picture for 1965 does not
look much better—in fact it is worse.
We have already run over the record
number of fatalities for this same pe-
riod of time last year.
There is no real physical reason
for the large number of fatalities in
October. The freezing weather and
poor driving conditions of the winter
months have not yet turned the high-
ways into sheets of ice with the visa-
bility zero.
And yet, there stands the evi-
dence - the 123 men, women and chil-
dren who died in motor vehicle acci-
dents last October. The fault then
must lie within the driver, within our-
selves.
Kentucky cannot afford to con-
tinue this useless slaughter. It is her
future, her young men and women,
who are being killed at the rate of
four per day.
They are our children who are
paying with their lives for our poor
driving habits and attitudes. It is a
steep price to pay for carelessness and
ignorance, is it not?
Let's make this October a record
month with less traffic fatalities than
in any previous year! Drive safely and
sanely—and live!
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Turning Back The Clock--
October 21, 94.5
Fulton ministers met last Friday
at the First Baptist Church for the
purpose of reorganizing and elect-
ing officers. Officers elected were:
Rev. W. E. Mishke, president, and
Elder Charles L. Houser, secretary.
The Fulton Ministerial Association
Is represented by the following
churches: First Baptist, Church of
Christ, Methodist. Nazarene, Trini-
ty Episcopal, First Christian and
Cumberland Presbyterian.
The annual homecoming game
will be played-here tonight at Fair-
field Part between the Fulton Bull-
dogs and the Greenfield team. Dur-
ing the game Miss Jean Shelby will
be crowned football queen by John
Joe Campbell, captain of the foot-
ball team.
Fulton Woman's Club won first
place with Its yearbook and also
for club activities during the year
at the First District meeting of the
Federation of Woman's Clubs held
at Murray. .
Rube McKnight, manager of the
local Kentucky Utilities Company
and well known Mason of Fulton,
was elected grand senior warden at
a state meeting of the Masonic or-
der in Louisville last week.
. Members of the Young Men's
Business Club enjoyed a dinner at
Reelfoot Lake last Tuesday night,
with 32 of the membership reported
present. Two old members, recent-
ly released from the service, were
welcomed back: Dr. Glynn Bushart
and Pcul Bennett.
From Fulton Route 3: Ask W. M.
Foster and wife how they like go-
ing places on a tractor. Just now
these country roads are impassable
if you don't have one or boots.
Let's hope for some nice dry fall
and winter weather.
From Crutchfield: Miss Joule
Wade attended a dinner given in
honor of Hiram C. Brown at his
home south of here.
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of Kentucky Folklore
COUNTRY-SCHOOL ALUMNI
Soon it will be an aging group of
people who talk about their days in
a one-room country school. Already
I know hundreds of country boys
and girls, some of them now
thoroughly grown and making their
own ways in the world, who seem
as puzzled over the old-fashioned
school as about ox teams. And this
is not merely true of school boys
and girls in well-to-do and easily-
accessible counties but of even the
most rugged ones. When my moth-
er used to tell us children of her
school days in a log schoor-ouse,
with some slabs with pegs for legs
as the only available seats, we got
a big laugh, for we just knew that
she had forgotten her earlier days
and maybe was telling us some
older history than she could have
experienced. Why, as far back as
I can remember, Fidelity School
had "fetched-on" desks, just like
the ones unnumbered thousands of
my contemporaries sat in. We had
heard that some schools farther up
the creek or out toward the Flat-
wods still had some-made desks,
but curiosity never made us go a
few miles to see. Of course, Sul-
phur Springs Church had home-
made pews, but they were work of
art, made of very wide yellow-pop-
lar planks, planed and smooth.
"Men must be taught as if you
taught them not," says Alexander
Pope. I am sure he did not know
what a country school was like,
for he had a private tutor. But I
often think of his words when I re-
call how much learning there was
in the one-roomed school besides
the regular recitations from books.
Little fellows, scared to death be-
cause of older children's stories
about punishments at school, could
hear bigger children saying their
lessons, or working problems on
the board, or saying pieces on Fri-
day afternoons; little boys, such as
I once was, could resolve to grow
up and be one of the big boys in
that same school, with all the ease
of manner the big boys had when
they put all of John Jones' Estate
on the blackboard in the arithmetic
class. And a little fellow could re-
solve to be one of the best spellers
some day, away off in the future,
and tower above some of these big
lads, who towered above us in
learning and in solid, tough gawky,
bodies. And, when we got a little
older, we could sit and watch the
teacher and the little fellows, the
best course in pedagogy I have as
yet had. Bashful little children
would be learning new words and,
under a very skilled teacher, acting
them out, too. I can still remember
how I closed my books, folded my
arms on the top of my desk, and
just watched the whole process of
learning. I love to think that I un-
consciously followed up some of the
suggestions of these one-roomed
country schoolteachers when I was
teaching my own $6,000 college stu-
dents.
Of course, I am not so old-fash-
ioned as to proclaim the one-room-
ed school as the last word in teach-
ing, but I do not want the memory
of those earlier days to be hidden
away merely because the school-
house is gone and the descendants
of the barefoot boys and girls I
once knew are riding each day by
schol bus to a much larger, more
varied school.
Two schools of thought have of-
ten done everything except pull
hair over the merits or faults of the
old-fashioned school. Some would
see everything in terms of present-
day conceptions of cleanliness, con-
venience, health, better-trained
teachers; therefore, the little shab-
by old school seems pertty puny.
Others, gradually losing their
accurate memories as they grow
older, recall only the better phases
of the schools of their youth and
pretend that everything was even
better than any modern school can
offer.
As a lifelong school teacher I
have been thrown into the very
midst of these irreconcilable and
have had to adjust to the world I
have had to live in since I left
Fidelity at eighteen to begin my
career as a teacher.
To give the older schools their
just dues as openers of new doors
for millions of people and still re-
member how inadequate, especially
for our own families, they were or
would have been if they had re-
mained—that has seemed to me
one of the hardest and most con-
stant struggles I have had to face.
One old man, when he comically
put his arm around his old, old
wife, said a mouthful for his own
or our own day: "She ain't much to
look, but she's all I've got." And
this could be transferred to Fideli-
ty School and all of its many con-
temporaries.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
Frankfort. - -
I want Kentucky to get $4.5 mil-
lion in Federal matching funds to
put with $4.5 million of the pro-
posed state bond issue to carry out
a new capital construction program
worth more than $9 million to our
state parks system.
Do you want this?
I want Kentucky to get $6 million
in Federal matching funds to put
with $2.5 million in bond money to
have a total of $8.5 million for edu-
cation, preventive and research
programs in mental illness and re-
tardation.
Do you want this?
I want Kentucxy to get $6 million
in Federal matching funds to put
with $2.5 million in bond money to
have a total of $8.5 million for edu-
cational, preventive and research
programs in mental illness and re-
tardation.
Do you want this?
If you do want these things, if you
do want to put up $176 million in
bonds to get more than $860 million
in new and better roads, in new and
better educational facilities, and in
expansion of other state services,
then:
Vote "YES" for the bond issue on
November 2.
I have pointed out in preceding
columns that $139 million in bonds
will buy Kentucky $736 million
worth of roads, and that $21,950,000
in bonds will provide for $95,385,000
worth of new and improved educa-
tional facilities.
bond funds
It-1s what would altn of the
issue and of mac 
that I consider today, of those
amounts that are earmarked for
parks and for health and welfare,
for agriculture and for airports, for
corrections and other departments.
The bond issue will make possible
the construction of complete vaca-
tion resort facilities at Barkley
Lake and the Barren River Re-
servoir. Facilities at all existing
parks and shrines can be expanded
and several new park sites will be-
come available for development
within two years.
This parks program will enable
Kentucky to retain its leadership in
state park resort development and
csathipe to obalk up annual in-
creases in its tourist and traevl
industry. Kentucky's tourist busi-
ness in 1964 amounted to 046 mil-
lion, of which $238 million was
spent by travelers from other
states.
Small lakes development and ad-
ditions to the forest fire protection
system will receive a total of $1,-
100,000 from the issue. C9onstruc-
tion of small lakes to provide flood
protection and water for municipal,
agricultural and recreational uses
will account for $1 million of that,
and forest fire protection for the
remainder.
The $8.5 million total in mental
health funds would be used for
grants to localities for construction
of six community mental health
centers and a State hospital for
care of the severely retarded.
Totals of $1,600,000 would go to
county health centers; $450,000 to
child welfare centers and $250,000
to the Hazelwood Tuberculosis Hos-
pital at Louisville for a new cen-
tral-heating and air-conditioning
system. The health center funds
would be used for new construction
and additions, and the child welfare
funds for new construction.
The $50,000 earmarked for the
Department of Aeronautics in the
bond issue proposal will be match-
ed by $1,500,000 In Federal and
other funds to provide a total of
$2,005,000 to be expanded for new
airports and airstrips and for mak-
ing improvements at existing fa-
cilities over the state.
By receiving a total of $1 million
in bond money and Federal funds,
the Department of Agriculture
would be enabled to build a modern
animal disease diagnostic labora-
tory and two combination livestock
shows and sales pavilions. One of
these would be at Murray State
College and the other at the state
fairground at Louisville.
Bond money totalling $2.9 mil-
lion would be allotted to the De-
partment of Corrections for hte ccn-
struction of these projects.
Two farm barracks complexes,
one at the State Reformatory at
LaGrange and the other at the
State Penitentiary at Eddyville;
two forestry camps for selected in-
mates from the state's penal in-
stitution; and renovation of both
of the reception center and the
dormitory at the reformatory.
Good Kentucky State Police ser-
vices require adequate post facili-
ties and equipment. The Depart-
ment of Public Safety now has units
In 16 locations. Barracks buildings
In five of the places are rented.
Bond funds alone amounting to
$300,00 Owould be used to build per-
manent barracks in three com-
munities.
All of these facilities are needed
for the health and well-being and
future prosperity of Kentucky and
her citizens. They can be obtained
most economically and most feasib-
ly with passage of the bond issue
November 2.
I-Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
.T•wsh7 Company
•
•
Feel walled in?
Get away from it all by phone.
Swap recipes,
trade laughs,
reminisce,
plan a surprise party,
tell secrets,
ask that new couple over,
and thank Aunt Mary for keeping the baby.
(Whet else that costs so little makes you feel so good?)
Southern Bell
•
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Fulton County Has A
BIG STAKE
in this Bond Issue
For The First Time In Its History, Fulton County Has A Chance To Move Rapidly AheadWith A Fine System Of Modern Highways IF:The $176 Million Bond Issue Is ApprovedNov. 2. This Bond Issue Will Provide Funds To Finish Improvements To U. S. 51.
MORE RURAL ROADS
This Bond Issue Will Help Guarantee The
Building Of The MOUSE PARKWAY -
A New Four-Lane Expressway Connecting
Fulton and Fulton County With The West
Kentucky Parkway And The Interstate
Highway System.
The Bond Issue Will Give The State Funds
It Can Use To Gel $684 Million For Con-
struction Of Needed Facilities.
The $139 Killion In This Issue For High-
ways win Get $597 Million In Federal Funds
For Highways.
If We Don't Take Advantage Of This Offer,
Other Stales Will Gel Our Share.
The Bond Issue Will Be Paid Off From In-
creased Revenue From The Gasoline Tax,
From Tourists/ From Economic Growth.
NO NEW TAXES Are Needed If The Bond
Issue Is Passed To Pay Off The Bond Issue
Interest and Principal.
Vote For The Good
Do Not Be Misled By The Soreheads!
A. B. Chandler and Harry Lee Waterfield Got A $100 Million
Bond Issue Passed When They Were In Power At Frankfort
In 1956. That's When They Were The "Ins".
Now Chandler and Waterfield are "Oil" at Frankfort, so
they are against the Bond line.
State Senator George Brand has printed some handbills
against the Bond Issue. Have you ever wondered why Sen-
ator Brand suddenly turned against the Administration?
SENATOR BRAND Used His "Influence" at the 1960 And
1962 Sessions Of The State Legislature To Get High Paying
Jobs In The Highway Department For His Son And Brother.
He Sold His Support In The Legislature In Return For Favor-
ed Jobs For His Family. In January, 1964, Highway Com-
missioner Henry Ward fired Senator Brand's Son and Broth-
er, Declaring They Were Not Good Employees.
George Brand has been sore at Henry Ward since then. The
people of the Distrid he is supposed to represent are en-
titled to the truth about him and his motives for attacking
Henry Ward and the Bond Issue.
Of Fulton County
Vote Ei VPS
Kentucky Bond Issue,Not 2
17' (PAID FOR BY COMMITTEE FOR HIGHWAY PROGRESS)
•41,444.4414444144.14 virimourommummammter
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Woodrow Brown
Funeral services for Woodrow
(Woody) Brown were held last Sat-
urday afternoon in Hornbeak Fun-
eral Home chapel, with Rev. John
Bradley and Rev. Jack Rushing of-
ficiating. Interment was in Chapel
Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Brown, 52, sufterea a heart
attack last Thursday afternoon at
Burnette Tractor Company, where
he was employed as bookkeeper,
and was dead on arrival at Fulton
Hospital.
He was past commander of Mar-
shall Alexander Post No. 72 of the
American Legion and was a mem-
ber of the 40 & 8.
Surviving are his mother, Mrs.
Willie Mae Owensby Brown; his
wife, Mrs. Sarah Norman Brown;
a son, Norman Brown, freshman at
South Fulton High School; two
brothers, Tucker Brown of Fulton
and Tommy Brown of Union Qty;
three sisters, Mrs. Jewell Gilliam
of Water Valley, Mrs. Montle
Farmer of Clinton and Mrs. Henry
Hubbard of Memphis.
Mrs. Guy Tucker
Mrs. Guy Tucker died Friday af-
ternoon in the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Tucker, 80, was the wife of
Goy Tucker. She was a member of
the First Methodist Church.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day afternoon in Whituel Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. W. T.
Barnes, pastor of the First Metho-
cliFt. Church, officiating. Interment
was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Surviving, in addition to her hus-
band, are a daughter, Mrs. Charles
Murphy of Memphis; two sisters,
Mrs. Clarence Pickering of Fulton
and Mrs. M. V. Young of Memphis;
a granddaughter, Mrs. C. T. Spell-
ings of Nashville, three great
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Herbert C. Thomas
Funeral services for Herbert
Curtis Thomas, 69, were held Sun-
day afternoon in Rhodes Chapel,
with burial in the church cemetery.
Jackson Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Thomas died in a Memphis
Hospital last Friday.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ede
Thomas of Tiptonville; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Ira Poster of Ilptonville;
a brother, John Thomas of Lynn-
ville; four sisters, Mrs. Catile
Watts of Hickman, Mrs. Mollie
Wiggins and Mrs. Pauline Dick of
Lynnville, and Mrs. Bertie Bonds
of Flint, Mich.; also, two grandchil-
dren and two great grandchildren.
Ed Parker
Funeral services were held yes-
terday afternoon for Ed Parker,
87, who died at his home near
Dukedom Tuesday, following an ex-
tended illness.
Services were held in Jackson's
Funeral Chapel in Dukedom, with
Bro. William Hardison of Mayfield
and Bro. Herman Crittenden of Ful-
ton officiating. Interment was in
Good Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Parker was married to Hal-
le Moss, who preceded him in
illisath in 1963. He was a member of
Oak Grove Church of Christ.
Surviving are a son, Phil Parker,
district manager of Commonwealth
Life Insurance Company in Fulton;
a daughter, Mrs. Klyce Parker of
Dukedom; five grandchildren, two
great grandchildren, three nephews
and two nieces.
J. S. Alexander
John S. Alexander of Memphis
formerly of Fulton, was fatally in-
jured early Sunday in an automo-
bile accident near Memphis. The
other occupant of the car was not
Injured.
Mr. Alexander was employed as
an engineer by the Illinois Central
Railroad and had moved from Ful-
ton to Memphis about three years
ago. He was a member of the
Methodist Church.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day afternoon in White-Ranson Fun-
eral Home in Union City, with
burial in Terrace Hill Cemetery in
Troy, Tenn.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Em-
ma Hood Alexander of Memphis;
his -father, John F. Alexander of
Jackson, Tenn.; three sons, John-
ny, Bill and Jerry Alexander of
Jackson; two sisters, Mrs. Roberta
Watkins and Mrs. Reba Willoughby
of Jackson; a brother E. K. Alex-
.der of South Fulton, and one
granddaughter.
Bobby Melton
Funeral services for Bobby Mel-
ton, seven-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Melton of Route 5,
Fulton, were held in the Ruthville
Baptist Church last Friday after-
noon with Rev. Jerry Gallimore of-
ficiating. Interment, in charge of
Jackson's Funeral Home, was in
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Bobby died in Le Bonheur Chil-
dren's Hospital in Memphis on
Wednesday, October 20, following a
long illness.
In addition to his parents, he is
survived by his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Melton, Route 5,
Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Heathcock, Route 3, Fulton.
Fred Colbert
Funeral services for Fred Terrell
Colbert, 48, were held in Jackson's
Funeral Home Monday, with burial
in the Church of Christ Cemetery.
Bro. Charles Nelson officiated at
the service.
Mr. Colbert, 48, died at his home
near Cuba last Saturday evening,
following a long illness. He was a
Graves County farmer. He was a
member of the Cuba Baptist Church
and was a veteran of World War
He is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Nicholas Frederick Colbert,
and two sisters, Mrs. Parry A. Arn-
old of Paducah and Mn. Jobh By-
sick of Detroit.
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mr.. Harvey Vesierbia
Sympathy is extended to the fam-
ily of little Bobby Melton, who pass-
ed away at the Le Bonheur Chil-
dren's Hospital in Memphis after
several months' suffering. Funeral
service was at Ruthville, with
burial in Oak Grove Cemetery. He
is survived by his parents, Vernon
and Shirley, and by his grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Mel-
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Heathcott. -
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph MeKrlight,
from Sheffield, Ala., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mr.
and Mrs. D. .1. Jones and Mrs.
Lucy Gibbs last week end.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison continues to
substitute in the Dresden school
for Mrs. Louise Stephenson, who is
recovering from major surgery.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan is sub-
stituting for Mrs. Margie Taylor
In the Martin Elementary School.
Will Reed has returned from a
visit to his daughter, Mrs. Clay Mc-
Connell, and family in Chicago.
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NEW BUILDING FOR BLIND WORKERS—This building planned for the Kentucky
Industries for the Blind at Louisville will provide employment and training for-more than
200 blind persons, double the number served by the Industries' present program. The
$500,000 structure (architect's sketch shown) will be built with money from the $176
million state bond issue if it is approved at the November 2 election. The program is carried
on by a non-profit, state supported public agency offering training to the blind in the
techniques of industrial processing, packaging and assembly.
Sara Jane Poe And Wayne Lohans
Are Elected Win And Mr. FES
"From The F HS Kennel"
Along with the Senior Who's Who
and Class Personalities, the candi-
dates for Mr. and Miss F. H. A.
were also nominated on September
18.
Freshman candidates are Dennis
Lohaus and Joy Jobe.
Dennis plays center on the foot-
ball team and also enjoys baseball
and swimming. He is a member
of the First Methodist Church.
Joy likes tennis, swimming, and
softball. She also enjoys playing the
piano and dancing. Her favorite
subject is algebra.
The sophomores nominated David
Dunn and Susan Crittenden as
their candidates.
David likes all sports especially
football. His favorite subject Is
P. E. David attends the St. Ed-
ward's Catholic Church.
Susan is devotional leader in
F. H. A. and a . _ember of Explor-
ettes and the French Club. She en-
joys all kinds of sports especially
basketball and football. She Is a
member of the Wesley Methodist
Church.
Nominated from the junior class
were Mae Butts and Barbara
Brown.
Mike's favorite sports are foot-
ball and basketball. He is on bOlb
the school teams and is also a
member of the golf team. Mike is
a member Of the First Baptist
Church.
Barbara's hobbies are skiing,
singing, piano, and reading. She
is a member of F. H. A., Future
Nurses Club, T. A. T., and Explor-
ettes.
Senior candidates Chosen were
Sara Jane Poe and Wayne Lohaus.
Wayne is captain of .the football
team, a member of the Quill and
Scroll, president of National Honor
Society, and president of the Sen-
ior class. He is also president of
his Sunday School class at the First
Methodist Church.
Sara Jane has been a cheerlead-
er four years and is captain this
year. She is co-editor of the Kennel
and a member of the National
Honor Society, Quill and Scroll,
and is president of F. T. A.
The student body voted on Sep-
tember 26-and Sara Jane Poe and
Wayne Loriaus were elected.
Murray Faculty
Honor Dr. Woods;
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, wig be hon-
ored by the college faculty and
alum' at an "Appreciation Din-
ner" Monday, Nov. 1.
The dale will be the 20th anni-
versary of Dr. Woods' assumption
oi.cluties-a4. president of the col-
lege.
Old TONS OF TROUT PLANTED
DENVER — The Colorado Game,
Fish and Parks Department has
planted more than 616 tons of trout
In the state's streams and lakes.
FTA Club Has
Initial Meeting
"From The FHS Kennel"
The Future Teachers of America
met in the Farm Room, Wednes-
day, September 22. The president,
Sara Jane Poe, called the meeting
to order and presented the new
members with membership cards.
The program was presented by
Peggy Reams. She discussed the
need for firmness and discipline
among teachers in our present so-
ciety.
In New York State lenient dis-
ciplinary measures exist in a uni-
que private school called Lewis-
Wadham, which is an "abnormal
school for normal children." There
the students have free reign and
are at liberty to do as they please.
' The underlying dangers are that
these "free rhildren" are governed
by neither rules nor regulations and
are on an equal footing with their
teachers. As a result they achieve
a iturprising maturity and self-
organization. But when a child is
allowed to be his own boss, com-
pletely inexistent and void of all
discipline, there is doubt that be
will become a normal, well-adjust-
ed citizen.
After a general discussion, the
members decided that it is a teach-
er's principal obligation to her
1411.110 to maintain discipline. In
this respect the teacher has a re-
sponsibility unequalled to any other
Prolliesion, a responsibthty of
gliding her pupils toward better
oPP0110111B14-
Sample Ballot
Gement! Election. November 2. 1965
INSTRIICTIONS TO VOTERS
AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
t. Wein la Waft Polar & &
Cogras arele. ii. lib • • •
DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
Ow Mediae lass I Ia. 1a, ad Gem hall Pat NW Whir.
lb& Oweasby To Head
Chestnut Glade Club
Mrs. Laverne Owensby was elect-
ed president of the Chestnut Glade
Home Demonstration Club at the
October meeting, held in the home
of Mrs. W. C. Morrison.
Other officers elected were: Mrs.
W. C. Morrison, vice president;
Mrs. Wayne Grissom, secretary;
Mrs. Jim Burke, treasurer; Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan, reporter.
Mrs. Morrison led the group in
singing "Tennessee" and "The Bat-
tle Hymn of the Republic", z.nd
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan conducted
the devotional, using for the subject
"For the Beauty of the Earth" and
reading Psalms 111 and 104.
Each member answered the roll
call with a 'shopping hint. The gar-
dening leader, Mn. V. C. Simpson,
gave a meet- interesting report on
things that should be done at this
season.
The reading leader presented
Mn. Myrtle Temple, Mrs. Wayne
Grissom, Mrs. W. C. Morrison,
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs. Lucy
Gibbs and Mrs. Orvin Morrison,
each of whom gave a short report
on a book read during the year,
completing their reading project for
the year. -
Mrs. Jim Burke directed a game
of Bingo, after which refreshments
were served to twelve members
and one visitor, Mrs. Dale Cum-
mings.
AUBURN COED IS NAMED
MISS FOOTBALL
NORMAN, Okla. — Chris Akin,
who represented Auburn Universi-
ty, has been named the 1965 Miss
Football, U. S. A.
bade* natured
In Season's rust
Concert Al Una
The Weakley County Mutual Con-
cert Series Association announces
Its first concert of the season sche-
duled for Monday, November 1, at
8 p. m. in the University of Tennes-
see Martin Branch Music Buildir,g
Auciitorium.
This concert, featuring the Karl-
srud Men of Song, is open to mem-
bers of the associations of Weakley
County, Murray, Paducah, Paris,
and Dyersburg, as well as students
at the University of Tennessee
Martin Branch and Murray State
College.
The Karlsrud Men of Song quar-
tet has been rated by many critics
as the finest concert quartet ever
assemble°. The key to the succeu
of this excellent group is their
ability to please every audience
with unique programs and special
arrangements.
Hallowe'en Dance
Al Country Club
A Hallowe'en Masquerade' dance
will be held at the Fulton Country
Club Saturday night, October 30,
with music by Cousin Tutly's band
from Jackson, Tenn. Admission will
be $2.50 a couple.
Prises will be awarded for the
best costumes; however, costumes
are optional.
Members and their guests are in-
vited.
NOTICE
I will be 'in Fulton at City Hall fres 11 A.M.
lo4p.m.uFriday, Odober 29 to celled
State aid Canty Taxes.
JOE CAWBELL, SHERIFF
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I, Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County Court certify that the above Is a
copy of the ballot appearing on the face of the voting machines in precincts 19, 12,14 and
16, to be voted on in the General Election to be hold in Fulton County Tuesday, November
2, 1965.
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Hrs. Stokes Elected
To Bear Creek Board
Mrs. William B. Stokes, of Ful-
ton, was one of nine women elected
to the board of directors of the
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council at
the group's 13th annual meeting
held in Murray last Thursday.
Others elected were: Mn. W. J.
Main, Metropolis, Ill.; Mrs. Everett
Golightly, Mayfield; Mrs. Duane
Caldwell, Canton; Mrs. ArthurKomorowski, Calvert City; Mrs.
Charles Adams, Cayce; Mrs. Vir.
sit Decker, Metropolis; Mrs. Char-
les Melton, Kuttawa, and Mrs.
Marvel Cole, Murray.
The story of the Girl Scout
Roundup at Farragut, Idaho, was
told by the sixteen girls who made
the trip. A filmed and taped report
on a trip made through Camp Bear
Creek last summer by Mr. and
Mrs. J. Charming Hale was shown
to the group.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
October 27:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Tommy Scearce, John Morris,
Sol Hancock, Mrs. George Cox,
Mrs. James Adams, Mrs. Harry
Sams, Alex Stuneon, Bessie Hutch-inson, Fulton; Danny Pruitt, Mrs.
Dennis French, Sr., Wilma Cloyce,
Mrs. Joe Pittman, Mrs. Virgil C.ov-
ington and son, Mrs. Bernice Long,
Dempsey Barber, William King,
Harry Briber, South Fulton; W. A.
Parrott, Clinton; Mrs. Bedford
Nunley, Route 2, Clinton; Mrs.
Dorothy Stanfield, Martin; Donna
Osteen, Route 3, Martin; Mrs.
Kathleen Golden, Water Valley;
Miss Maude Sisson, 011ie Vincent,
Mrs. Ethel Moody, Dukedom; Mrs.
E. A. Roach, Union City; Mrs.
Eugene Watts, Route 1, Fulton
JON'S HOSPITAL
Mrs. Herman Wade, Riley Smith,
Arthur Devore, Mrs. Joe Gates,
Mrs. George James, Mrs. Fannie
O'Nan, Troy Taylor, Mrs. Warren
Bard, Mrs. Monte Minton, Fulton.
'V, 7
y,
PROPOSED "GOLD MUSEUM"—This model shows the proposed museum forwhich the state is requesting permission from the U. S. Army Department tobuild at Fort Knox. State Parks Commissioner Robert D. Bell said the museumwould contain the viewing platform, shown here in front, and would cost ap- •proximately $250,000. It would be located at the intersection of Bullion Boule-vard and Depository Road on the FL Knox military reservation.
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Bell Al Seth
Fallen Elementary
Thirteen students at South Fulton
Elementary School received all A's
and 24 others earned A's and B's
during the first six weeks of soh**
K. M. Winston, principal, has an-
nounced.
Named to the school honor roll
were:
A STUDENTS
Eighth Grade — Jan Clement,
Richard Connatig;hton, Dianne
Frields, Jerry Kiestler, Janet Tay-
lor, Pat Adams, Bonita Burrow,
Amanda Newton and Deborah
Tharp.
Seventh Grade — Jackie Rollie,
Mike McKinney and Tommy Tay-
lor.
Sixth Grade — Paul Johnson.
A&B STUDENTS
lalltith Grade — Carmen Gardin-
er, Mike Moss, Robert Neeley,
Orvel Carter, Connie Frields, John
Douglas and Jackie Good.
Seventh Grade — Mike Bragg,
Gary Jetton, Terry Johnson, David
Puckett, Penelope Winston, Edie
Maynard and Deborah Hodges.
Sixth Grade — Larry Jamison,
Martha Moore, Jane Green, Dale
Townsend, Mary Jane Cannon, Bob-
by Joe Moss, Stephenia Tharp,
David Newton, Mike Milner and
Paula Hutchens.
Vhdt Local Sures First
W. Fulton PTA Members Decide
Plans For 1%5-1966 Meetings
"From The PNS Kennel"
Attention students! Here Is a list
of the future PTA programs of the
West Fulton PTA. Be sure that
your parents know the time and
the date of these meetings, as their
presence at these meetings is a
necessity for a successful school
year. The West Fulton PTA holdsits meetings on the third Thursday
of the month.
The October meeting will be heldin the gym at 7:30 p. m. This will
be "Dad's Night" and all fathers
are urged to attend. Mrs. Don Sen-
sing will l?e the leader with "Re-
sponsibility of Opportunity in Leg-
islation" as her topic.
At 3 p. m. the November meet-
ing will be held in the Farm ROOM
with Mrs. W. T. Barnes as the
leader. The topic will be "Respon-
sibility of Opportunity in the
Horne."
The January meeting will be held
at 3 p. m. in the Carr Library with
the topic being "Responsibility of
Opportunity of Community Resour-
ces." The leader will be Mrs.
Leonard Allen.
Mrs. Glynn Bushart will be the
leader for the February meeting
which will be held in the Farm
Room at 3 p. m. The topic will be
"Responsibility of Opportunity of
LELAND JEWELL IMPROVES
Leland Jewell, who was stricken
with a heart attack enroute to Mex-
ico on a fall vacation trip with his
wife and daughter, is convalescing
slowly at a Corpus Christi (Tex)
Hospital. The family hopes to be
able to return to Fulton early next
week.
Founder's Day."
The March meeting will be held
lathe gym at -;.30 p. m. The topic
will be "Responsibility of Oppor-
tunity of Well Being." Mr. Frank
McCann will present his physical
education class, and they willdemonstrate stunts in tumbling and
on the trampoline.
The final meeting of the year
will be held in April in the Farm
Room at 3 p. m. The new officers
will be installed with Mrs. C. W.
Whittle' as the leader.
Murray Choir Has
3 Local Students .
Professor Robert Barr, directo
of vocal groups at Murray (Ky.State Loliege has announced th
personnel of the 196546 Murra
State College A Cappella Choir.
Sixty-four singers, represe.ntin11 states, have been named. 'Thirt
were members of last year's choi
which 'c'ured Europe last Junc
The group includes Fultoniar,
Barry Roper, son of Mr. and Mr:
Lonnie Roper, and Barry Adam:
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tillma
Adams, and James Larry Welkez
son of Mrs. Majorie Walker c
South Fulton.
Yellowstone
outsells
all other
Bourbons
(145
of them)
in Kentucky.
6 years old.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. K. P. Dalton, Mrs. Vodie
Hardin, Betty Douglas, Mrs.
Thomas Martin, Archie Martin, W.
H. Hisey, Bertes Pigue, Mrs. J. W.
Eiledge, Mrs. Walter HMI, Mrs.
A. B. Roberts, Fulton; Mrs. Shel-
ton Moss, Mrs. Harold Newton,
Mrs. William Webb, Patricia
Moore, South Fulton; John Wilker-
son, lenses Flicks, Mn. Thurman
Howell, Waller Tuck Mrs. Ausasio
Bookman, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
Grace Griffin, Route 2, Fulton;
Reed Holmes, Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs.
A. G. Campbell, John Thompson,
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Dovie Sad-
ler, Dresden; J. B. Bryan, WIngo;
Mrs. Thad Snow, Mrs. Burnice
Gale, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Rad-
ford Chambers, Mrs. Uel Laird,
Dukedom; Dewey Allen, Rickman;
Mrs. Lon O'Neal, Route 1, Clinton;
Ray Stanfield, Route 4, Clinton,
Herschel Bennett, Route 1, Water
Valley; Mrs. Buddy Swift, Route
2, Water Valley; Miss' Marjorie
Sons, Crutchfield.
• DUKEDOM RT. 2Mrs. a T. Taylor
Mrs. A. A. McGuire is feeling
much better. She came home from
the hospital in Fulton Thursday of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson spent
!ha week end with their son and
family, Rev. and Mrs. Robert
Emerson and Bob, of Newbern,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mn. 'Tremon Rickman
attended preaching service in May-
field Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurmon Eubanks
and family, of Wingo, had Sundaydinner with her mother, Mrs. Hat-
tie Puckett, of Pilot Oak.
The sisters and brother of Mrs.
Kate Burnham, of California, en-
tertained her with a nice dinner at
Water Valley Sunday. A large
crowd attended and enjoyed the
fellowship very much. Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Givens were present.
Little Rhonda and Robin Scott
are spending the week with their
grandparents, the Oliver Taylors,
of near Pilot Oak.
Mrs. Ruth Weems called on Mrs.
Bertha Rickman one afternoon last
week.
Some that visited Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. McGuire Sunday were: Mr.
and Mrs. John R. Melton, Hrs.
Louis Jones and Ann, Mr. and
Mrs. Elson McGuire, Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Melton, Mr. and Mrs. Alf
Cunnigham, and Mrs. Laura Mat-
thews and Larry.
Mesdames Lunie Wray, Ira
Raines, Edna Waggoner and Hat-
tie Puckett were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Givens Wednesday of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Reuse and Mrs.
Ruth Weems.
We extend our sympathy to the
relatives of little Bobby Melton,
who palmed away last week In A
Memphis Hospital after a long ill-
ness.
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FARM NEWS
Producers were reminded today
A the importance of supporting aral Conservation Program, ac-
Mir applications for payment un- cording to Narvel Seals, Chairman
ler the wag Payment Program with of the Agricultural Stabilization
.1111 and accurate Information and and Conservation Co
unty Commit-
tals, records. tee.
Producers may need to be re- With the number of hunters in-
minded about the type of informs- creasing each year, there's more
ion needed in filling out the appli- and more pressure on wildlife sup-
2ation form. plies, Mr. Seals points out. And
For instance, program payments since about 85 Percent of our Wild-
a* made on shorn wool sales by life is produced 
on privately owned
:he applicant during the marketing farmland, hunting 
success depends
fear, provided the wool on which pretty much on
 how well farmers
ie is applying for payment was have done in 
providing wildlife
shorn from sheep or lambs which food and cover 
areas.
.he applicant had owned for at Farmers hav
e improved or estab-
'east 30 days. There is need to sup- lished over 16,000 
acres of cover
ily the sales document in support crops during the p
ast few years
if the application for payment and with the ACP 
sharing about half
he producer should maintain re- the cost. Since these 
cover crops
ords verifying the 30-day owner. consist largely of fescue, 
lespedeza,
ship in case verification is needed. redtop, orchardgrass 
etc., they pro-
file applicant also reports whether vide excellent nesting 
cover and
any of the wool on which payment food for a variety of 
wild game, the
3 claimed is the first shearing from Chairman pointed out.
.ambs that he purchased unshorn. The fact that farmer
s have built
Payments apply only to weal pre_ over 60 fniles of sod waterways
 in
iuced and sold by the applicant; the past few years has do
ne a great
herefore, payments should not be deal to not only prevent e
rosion
2Iaimed on wool purchased by the but to protect wildlife in low
land
applicant. nesting areas that might
 otherwise
have been floded. During this same
Payments are also made under
he program on unshorn lambs 
period, farmers have provided ad-
ditional food and cover by planting
vhich the applicant has owned for more than 15 acres of trees.
at least 30 days. A full report sup- Sportsmen have also benefitted
lolled by records on these pur- from the wildlife produced on acre-
:bases of unshorn lambs is neces- age farmers have diverted to con-
;airy since the lamb payments are servation use under the wheat and
resented among the producers who f • programs, Mr. Seals era-
rave owned the lambs for the 
nec-eed grain 
phasized.
!ssary length of time. This is so In 1965, acreage diverted from
mportant that the applicant is ask- - wheat and feed grains and planted
crop totaledA to indicate specifically whether to somet of 
Andr not he purchased unshorn lambs. 15,500 a since cres. 1981 when
,fo payments are made on unshorn these voluntary programs fir.' st be-
gan, owned for less than 30 days, over 78,000 acres have been
;o payments on such lambs should
tot be claimed. All applications 
diverted to this type of conserva-
tion use.
tre reviewed before they are ap-
>roved for payment, but they can
re handled more quickly if they
.!ontain complete necessary infor- FARM TAX $259 Mil-I-1094
-nation. CHICAGO — In 1964 U. S. farm-
ers wild sales taxes totaling about
1350 million.
City sportsmen who take gun in
'rand and head for the woods and
'kids in ORION county this fall It is much easier to be critical
rave a real stake in the Agricult- than correct.
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Joe Martin, 00sitey Afild
Odes City, Teen.
ONE-HALF BUFFALO CALF
Last year we wrote in our news
article about the Weakley County
Artificial Insemination Association,
which serves about half of Obion
County, having Buffalo Semen
available. Mr. Harry Ingrum used
the Buffalo Semen on one of his
Jersey cows and this week we
visited Mr. Ingrum's farm to see
the results.
The half Buffalo and half Jersey
calf that Mr. Ingrum has is the
color of a dark brown Jersey Calf,
but the calf does not have the con-
firmation of a Jersey Call. It is
difficult to describe bow the calf
looks but, from what I could ob-
serve, the calf is looking more like
a Buffalo as it grows older.
SOYBEAN HARVEST SEASON
The soybean harvest season is un-
der way and one quick way to
check harvesting losses is as fol-
lows: On the average, four beans
on each square foot of ground rep-
resents one bushel per acre that
has been lost. Harvesting losses are
principally either at the cutter bar
or from failure to thresh or clean
the seed properly. One of the main
causes for soybean harvesting loss
in Tennessee is weedy field condi-
tion.
Last year our Agriculture Engi-
neers checked 9 soybean fields at
random in Obion County and in
eight of the fields the loss was less
than 4 percent of the beans.
FAMILY FARMS
THERE'S NO INDICATION
THAT THE FAMILY FARM IS ON
THE WAY OUT. Family farms now
account for more than 88 percent
of all farms with sales of $10,000
or more and more than 67 percent
of farm marketings in this cate-
gory. In 1942, 67 percent of all
farms in this category were family
farms and they accounted for only
42 percent of farm marketings.
For farms with under $10,000 in
yearly sales, the trend is the same.
Since 1949, family farms in this
category have decreased 39 per-
cent, but larger-than-family farms
with less than $10,000 in sales de-
creased 90 percent. Family farms
are getting fewer and bigger, but
there's no indication they'll be re-
placed by "factory" farms.
SOME COTTON FIELDS SHOULD
NOT BE GRAZED
Farmers should be warned
against grazing harvested cotton
fields that have received pesticide
treatments. Many of the herbicides
have label restrictions which pro-
hibit the grazing or feeding of for-
age from treated fields. Examples
of the herbicides are DSMA,
Promethryne and trifluralin (trif-
Ion). Violation of the restriction
may result in meat or milk con-
taining illegal pesticide residues
and possible seizure.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
October 29: Nancy Easterwood,
Sandra Laird Hallman, David Mc-
Kinney, Lee Rucker; October 30:
Dr. Ward Buidsart, Mrs. Billie
Moss; October 31: Paul Blaylock,
Montes Kimbel; November 1: Ruby
Mayttall, Gregg Sallee;
November 2: K. Rick Dalton,
Peggy Gilbert, Ann Williams Car-
ter; November 3: Jess Dowdy,
Scott Ferguson, Danny Ray Eicke-
foose; November 4: David Blood-
worth, Susan Cardwell, Chris
Garrett Kimbel, Danny .iloe
Guire.
- WINN AM PRYOR
Aatetsilordl Aga& Owls cameral lisliorg
YOUR FOOD DOLLAR'
Have you ever given much
thought to just who gets your groc-
ery dollar? Recently, the Chief
Economist of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, Dr. W-
W. Cochrane gave a report to the
House Agriculture Appropriations
Sub-Committee. Dr. Cochrane stat-
ed that farmers received an aver-
age of about 38 cents of the Ameri-
can food dollar, and the other 62
cents is taking up in processing,
storage, retailing, and transporta-
tion. Our first example will be a
1000 pound steer grading choice,
which returned an average of say
25 cents per pound The steer will
yield approximately 450 pounds of
meat, thus advancing the price im-
mediately to 50 cents per -pound,
plus 30 cents per pound which will
be taken up in marketing costs.
Prices have to be adjusted by
cuts since the housewife will not
pay 80 cents a pound for hamburg-
er, this would include the market-
ing coat. Here is a breakdown on
how the steer, will cut out: 30
pounds of T-bone, club and porter-
house steak which averages $1.20;
150 pounds of hamburger sold for
SAVE TIMEAVE GASHOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY FULTON, KY.
.1•11101•-•1•1•••111.
311 STATES TRADE DATA
ON TAXES WITH U. S.
CHICAGO — Thirty-eight states
and the District of Columbia have
agreements with the federal gov-
ernment to exchange income tax
retiorns and audits to track down
taxes owed state or national au-
thorities.
DUCK'mulmilamil774 HOUR
Wrecker Service
Radio Dispatched —
106 W. State Lim
Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 4721974
38 cents a pound; 40 pounds rib
roast at II cants; 90 pounds el
chuck roast costing 65 cents a
pound; 29 pound. rump roast which
sold for MAI per pound; 50 pounds
sirloin steak reached $1.00 per
pound; 70 pounds of round stink
which took $1.011 per pound; thus,
the steer that sold for 010.00 on the
hoof, brought $358.70 for its various
parts, which is about 80 penis per
pound.
Consumers hurt year paid 21.3
cents for a one pound loaf of bread.
Farmers received about 3.1 cents
for the wheat, and the baker and
wholesaler got la 1-2 cents. The re-
taller received 4 cents and the mill-
er, grain•handler, and the shipper
split 2.6 cents.
Mr. Cotton farmer wn: rewarded
with 28 cents for the cotton materi-
al in a white shirt which retailed
for $4.24 according to the report
given by Dr. Cochrane.
Here in the United States the
average consumer spent only 19
percent of his income for food while
our friends across the water in the
United Kingdom used approximate-
ly 30 percent of their returns for
such purchases. In Japan 40 per-
cent of the average income is used
in feeding the family and in India
the figure is 60 percent. The Rus-
sian people lay down about half
S. P. P1001E & CO.
1103 Oeminowelal Phone Ill
• An:strong Inlaid Linoleum.
—Marl and The.
—D3wes Corvette. 7
—17pheisteling. Modern &
&Intone
JAMES HAZEL WOOD
what they make under the cow
msmistie rule to buy the food need-
ed for their families, Dr. Cochrane
reveived.
In the United States, consumers
spent a total of $03,300,000,000 for
food which had a farm value of
11111.1101.400.060. I believe it is very
easy to see from this report just
why a healthy agriculture is im-
portant and ..ne imp.-ct a total crop
failure would have on our economy.
To be guru, Use American farm-
ers are not getting rich, but must
economise at every corner. Just
think. . . the farmer is the only
businessman who buys his geniis
on the retail market, and then silk
his products on the wholesale mar-
ket.
•
Got the Woo* rah en your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Lean Ass*.
elation at 124 Oast Center Street In Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are Insured up to $10,411
by the Federel Savings & Loan Insurance
Corporatien — an agency of the Federal
Government. Your savings immediately
available.
41w2/0
 Dividend
on
Insured Savings
SAVINGS added by the 101h
EARN DIVIDENDS F110/1 ME lid
LIM GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for ad-
ditional information
and financial state-
ment, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
Mr. Jaynes M. Beak* Manager
Security Federal Savings Lean Assn.
124 last Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information to
Name 
Address 
City  State 
•
TRY THE Galt& BOURBON •
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Bottor BottIo of Bourbon!
INSTILLED NW BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HIU, DISTILLENIES, INC., SaROSTOwN, NELSON, COUNTY. KENTUCKY
Young Konlasidatia am enjoy a prosperous guars In our ewe if
w• act now to build Oho now roads, schools, pates and haelth facilities
Ire newt A lot depends on Ohs Korducky Bond Issue which we aril
all have an opporturity to vote for on Novenae, 2nd.
How your"Yes"vote for
the Kentucky Bond Issue
will help you and help
keep Kentucky taxes low
if the Kentucky Bond Issue is passed on November 2nd it will
entitle our state to take advantage of $685 million in Federal
Matching Funds and money from other sources, so that we can
meet the needs of our state while keeping KentiiCky taxes low.
It will enable us to build the primary and secondary roads we
Med as well as the new Appalachian and Interstate systems.
We Mil be able to provide new facilities at our schools, col
Vote X YES
loges and universities to meet the demand for better education
and Job training.
We can provide much needed public health facilities, new
parks, community libraries, child welfare centers.
So let's not miss the boat. This Bond issue will benefit all parts
of our state, and it requires no increase In taxes. The Kentucky
Better Roads Council.
Kentucky Bond Issue, Nut 2
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Tax Problems .
I TAX QUESTIONS ANSWERED I
This column of questions and an-
swers on federal tax matters is
provided by the local office of the
U. S. Internal Revenue Service and
Is published as a public service to
taxpayers. The column answers
questions most frequently *Aced by
taxpayers.
Q—I'm still being made to pay
10 per cent tax on my phone bill.
I thought this had been eliminated.
A—The telephone tax is being re-duced in stages starting next Jan-
Clary 1. Then it drops from 10 per
cent to 3 per cent. In 1167 and 1968,
the tax drops another percentage
point each year until it is entirely
eiuninated in 19611..
Q—I saw recently where your tax
collections were up last year.
Doesn't that prove that the so-call-
ed tax cut was really a tax in-
crease for millions of taxpayers
who lost deductions?
A—No, not at all. It would behard to find a taxpayer whose taxbill was not substantially reducedby the 1964 tax legisaltion.
Tax collections went up last yearbecause the tax cut legislation did
Its job of stimulating the economy.
The reduction in rates had a bene-ficial effect on personal and corpor-
ate income. The growth in income
more than offset the reduction in
rates,
'To state it simply, the combina-
tion of higher income and lower
rates added up to more in taxes
than the lower income an highsk
rates the previous year.
Q—I quit my summer job when
school started this fall. When is my
caployer supposed to give me my
W-2 Form?
A—Employers are required to
movide W-2 Forms not later than
January 31 of the following year.
However, if an employment is ter-
minated before the close of the
year, W-2 Forms must be supplied
within 30 days of the laid pay day.
You should keep the W-2 end attach
it to your 1966 tar return.
Q—This is turning out to be a
better year for me than I thought it
would be. How can I change my de-
claration of estimated tax?
A—The reverse side of the notice
of installment of estimated tax due
may be used for this purpose, or
you may obtain a Form 1060-ES(Amended) from your local Inter-
nal Revenue office and file an a-
mended estimated tax return. If
the change occurred after Septem-
ber 1, your amended declaration
should be filed by January 17,)
1986.
Q—Do you plan to offer the
Teaching Taxes program to schools
again this year?
A_Yes, we do. Notices on the
program are sent out each Fall tojunior and senior high schools as
well as some business schools and
colleges. Materials for the program
are sent to the schools requesting
them soon after the first of the
year.
Last year an estimated 25,000
schools participated in the program
designed to help youngsters fill out
Federal income tax forms. Through
the program, $ 1-2 million students
workbooks and 85,000 teacher's kits
were distributed.
Q—Is it possible to have someone
from your office come and talk to
our local teacher's organization
about deductible educational ex-
penses?
A—We try to fill as many of these
requests as we can. Write to your
local Internal Revenue Service of-
fice and please give details on your
-request.
SPACE FIRMS HIRE
EXPENSIVE TALENTS
NEW YORK — While the aver-
age industrial company spent 27.7
per cent of its sales dollar last
year on wages and salaries, the
aerospace and electrical products
Industries report labor coat el 41.4
and 401 per cent, respectively.
Lars Get An Industry
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Fullett Smog • hese • 14.nsl• /diet_ •1111,Builder's Supply. liec Bum &sWI Walnut Phase
 
471-1434 E. State Line _Phan, 471-3751
KEEPS OUT COLD,
HOLDS IN HEAT,
Savesupto40%onfuel
lirj,T2T eti tum
WESTERN AUTO
Lak• Plied 472-1774
DON'T PAMPER
YOUR WIFE
Let Her Vlinterproof
the Porch with
FLEX-0-6LASS This Year
Any little lady can enclose a
porch or breeseway withiParp's
FLEX-O-GLASS. It's so easy!
Joist cut with shears and tack
over screens. Makes a mete,
sunlit room, flOoded with
healthful Ultraviolet rays,
where the children can play all!
winter long—or use as an extra
Store-room. Genuine, crystal-
clear FLEX-04;1.AM eaves up
lks 40% on fuel meta lasts for
yews at a bootion the wet of
gliss. Only OM a sq. yd. at your
local hdwre. or lmbr. dealer.
Yea! We Have The
Genuine
Storm Window KM
DOLLAR STORE
Lake Street Fulton
tmmilmook. 
—
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
TOP QUALITY
oe WINDOW
MATERIALS
HOW IN NUT IMP OUT COLD
as"1";;•=41t4.•=7..
LEXOGLAS
LASS-ONE?
ni-GL
Fux-O-Pant
••••• 
A. NUDDLESTUN
Main Wee Phone 472-3323
FLEXO'GtASS
GLASS.O.PkT
'WY171-0-GLASS
SCREEN.GLASS
FLEX.O.PANE
BOND ISSUE BENEFIT—If the $176 million bond issue is approved by Ken-tucky voters November 2, $1 million would become available for facilities todevelop the state's livestock industry. One of the facilities would be an animaldisease diagnostic .laboratory, to cost about $800,000. This structure (archi-tect's sketch above) would be used in the state's fight against animal diseases.The laboratory would provide diagnostic services for veterinarians and farmers.Other agricultural benefits from the bond issue would be a combination livestockshow and sales pavilion at Murray State College and a sales arena for conductingpromotional events of national significance at the Kentucky State Fair and Ex-position Center.
Questions and Answers for
Veterans Affairs
Q—How do the new public laws
affect the rehabilitation training of
disabled veterans?
A—One of two new public laws
approved August 26 extends for ten
years the eligibility of seriously
disabled service-connected veterans
to complete rehabilitation training
needed to overcome their handi-
caps. The second new law increas-
es allowances paid to disabled vet-
erans in the rehabilitation pro-
gram, to offset a $0 per cent cost-
of living increase since 1948.
Q—Are an veterans eligible for
the FHA home-buying assistance
made possible recently by Con-
gress?
A—No. only those veterans who
have not used their GI entitlement
for a GI insured or guaranteed
mortagage or for a GI direct loan.
Q—lias Congress extended educa-
tional benefits to peacetime or
"Cold War" veterans?
A—No. Although sev - ral bills
carrying these extended benefits
have been proposed in Congress
no final action has thus far been
taken on them.
Q—I just received a letter asking
me to come in for an audit of my
tax return. The problem is that the
letter is from the office in the
town where I used to live. What
can I do about it!
A—Inform the Internal Revenue
office that sent the letter that you
have moved and furnish both the
address shown on your return and
your new address. Arrangements
will be made to have your file
transferred to the office that serves
the area where you now live.
Q—The new Federal Housing Act
of 1985 gives veterans certain hous-
ing benefits under FHA. Does this
bring to a close the 01 home loan
program?
A—The Federal Housing Act of
1905 has no connection with the GI
home loan program which con-
tinues until January, 1975 for Ko-
rean Conflict veterans and until
July, 1967, for World War II vet-
erans. The FHA benefits you speak
of are available to those veterans
only who have not availed them-
selves of the GI home loan bene-fits.
Q—Does the recent closing of
some six VA hospitals lessen the
number of beds provided for vet-
erans or the care administered to
veterans?
A—No. The number of beds re-
mains the same since an equal
number of beds were opened at
the remaining 182 VA hospitals for
those lost through the closing of
six older, more obsolete hospitals.
There will be no change in the ex-
tent or quality of hospital care for
veterans.
Q—How many veterans of the
Spanish-American War are living
today? Is some ceremony planned
for the "last man"?
A—There ire more than 15,000
veterans of the Spanish-American
War alive today. Such a ceremony
would appear to be many years
Way.
Fulton ladvro. & Furn. CO.
IBS Lake It. Phone 472.1161
DUNCAN BUSHARTS LEAVES
Second U. Duncan Bushart leftlast Friday for Fort Sill, Okla-homa where he will have nine
weeks schooling in the United
States Army.
Birthday In
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Neely-Sims Pre-Nuptial Parties
Begin With A Tea At The Vancils
The first in a series of pre-nupti-
al parties honoring Miss Judy
Neely and Mr. Billy Sims, who will
be married November 7, 1965, was
a tea given Sunday afternoon, Oc-
tober 17, in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Finis Vancil. Hosts for the oc-
casion, along with Mr. and Mrs.
Vancil, were Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Bizzle, Mr. a- ' Mrs. David Phelps,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barber, and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dedmon.
In the receiving line with Miss
Neely and Mr. Sims were her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Neeley,
and his paeans, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
burn P. Slid of Sharon, Tennessee,
and Mr, and Mrs. Vancil.
Miss Neeley was radiant in a
light blue wool dress, made along
princess lines, with a yellow chry-
santhemum corsage pinned at her
shoulder. Mrs. Neeley, mother of
the bride-elect, received in a leaf-
green woo/ jersey, and bilis. Sims
was attired In a two-piece ensem-
ble of blue crepe sparked with me-
tallic thread. Mrs. Vancil wore a
handsome two-piece green silk
dress, trimmed with gold buttons.
All wore corsages of white chry-
santhemums.
Mrs. Robert McAlister, sister of
tbe bride-elect, wearing a two-
piece black Dressmaker suit trim-
med in beige, presided at the guest
register. She also wore a white
chrysanthemum corsage.
The beautifully appointed tea
table, covered with a hand-
some ecru lace cloth, had
as a centerpiece a graceful
arrangement of gold_ and bronze
chrysanthemums interspersed with
fern in a low crystal bowl, flanked_
by tall white tapers in crystal hold-
ers. The punch was served from a
crystal service, ornamented with
a float which was decorated with
apple blossoms. Cookies and nuts
were served from crystal and silver
appointments. Serving at the tea
table was Miss Jean Neeley, sister
of the bride-elect, and Miss Judy
Kay Sims, sister of the groom-elect.
Miss Neeley was dressed in a love-
ly princess dress of black crepe,
feataring a ruffled neckline. Miss
Sims' dress was of beige wool knit.
Both wore white mum corsages.
Mrs. Bizzle wore a coffee-colored
silk blend shirtwaist dress, Mrs.
Phelps was wearing a• black bro-
cade trimmed in satin, Mrs. Bar-
ber a blue wool, and Mrs. Dedmon
a brown silk print. All of the hos-
tesses wore white chrysanthemum
corsages.
Miss Neeley and Mr. Sims were
presented a platter in their chosen
china. Over a hundred guests calledbetween the hours of two and four.
PREACHING IN PROGRESS
A Week of preaching is now in
progress at the First Christian
Church in Fulton at 7:30 p. m. each
evening. Rev. Loren Broadus, min-ister of the First Christian Church
of Mayfield, is the guest speaker.
The public is cordially invited.
SUNDAY VESPER SERVICES
Beginning last Sunday Vesper
Services are being held in the First
Methodist Church at 5 p. m., in-
stead of the usual Sunday evening
services at 7:15 p. m.
Bert Combs Is B&PW Club Observes
Chairman For
March Of Dimes
Former Governor Bert T. Combs
of Lexington has been named Ken-
tucky Kentucky State Chairman of
the 1966 March of Dimes, Basil
O'Connor, president of The Nation-
al Foundation - March of Dimes,
announced in New York today.
Mr. Combs will lead in the or-
ganization and direction of thous-
ands of volunteers throughout this
state in the traditional January
campaign to raise funds to fightbirth defects. This is his second
consecutive year in this position.
"This is a fight everyone shouldjoin," Mr. Combs said. "Birth de-fects are the nation's second great-
est destroyer of life. Every year
we lose half a million unborn bab-ies as well as 60,000 infants, child-
ren and adults because of birth de-
fects".
Mr. Combs explained that the
voluntary health organization,
which directed the successful fight
against polio, now combats birthdefects in part through the work of
57 March of Dimes centers across
the country.
"But fully twice that number of
centers are needed to take care of
the babies and the children handi-
capped by birth defects. Contribu-
tions of Kentucky People are also
urgently needed to conduct re-
search seeking causes and cures
for birth defects, he asid.
Mr. Combs spoke of the work of
the March of Dimes Birth Defects
Centers at Lexington and Louisville
as "an example of what can be
done. But you need only to talk to
the medical staffs of these two cen-
ters to recognize that we are scarce-
ly scratching the surface of the
problem."
"In our state alone, each year
there are an estimated 5,000 new
birth defect babies, Throughout the
nation, more than 250,000 birth de-
fect children are born each year."
Coleman, Boehringer
Coach Team Sports
"From The FHS Kennel"
Two new coaches, Mr. Coleman
and Mr. Boehringer, have arrived
at Fulton High.
Coach Coleman, a graduate of
Pikeville, will be head basketball
coach and junior high football
coach. Coach Coleman, an out-
standing athlete in both high school
and college sports, lettered two
years in basketball at Pikeville.
Coach Boehringer, better known
as "Bear Crawl BoehringeE" among
the football players, comes to us
from UTMB. He is assistant foot-
ball coach and "B" team basket-
ball coach. Also an outstanding
athlete he stared in high school
football, basketball, and track and
lettered four years in college foot-
ball.
National Week
The Fulton-South Fulton Business
& Professional Women's Club join-
ed with other clubs in the nation
to celebrate National Business Wo-
men's Week October 17-24.
On Wednesday night, October 20,
members attended prayer meeting
at the First Baptist Church. A
Dutch luncheon was held at the
Derby Thursday, with twelve pres-
ent.
Friday night a Bingo party was
held at Park Terrace, which was
well attended by members, also
five visitors: Blondell Holland,
Vera Puckett, Montelle Tripp, Vera
Moline and Mrs. W. D. Winstead.
There were fun and gifts for all and
the refreshment table was lovely
with fall flowers, cookies, candy
and corn curls in appropriate Hal-
lowe'en season colors, with hot
spiced tea being served. Hostess for
this party were Elizabeth Caldwell,
Edna Ballew, Lila Hastings, Ruth
Puckett, Amaline Homra and Mil-
dred Freeman.
Saturday morning several mem-
bers were at Park Terrace for
breakfast and coffee.
The week was brought to a close
with members attending the Meth-
odist Church in a body Sunday
morning, honoring the president,
Lorine Harding.
Take time to think—it is the
source of power.
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To The Voters Of The City Of Fulton:
We, as your Board of Commissioners, have worked well to-
gether and wish to continue with Gilbert DeMyer as Mayor.
William Scott Charles Gregor/
W. P. Barnette Charles Robert Bennett
INNENNENNINNNICI
Show us your support by going out
Tuesday and voting for
GILBERT DE MYER
FOR
MAYOR
Amigos, Students Share Fun And Experiences
"From The FRS Kennel"
By Rodney Foster
Are they really so differ-nt from
us? Are their customs and clothes
different? What will they look like
and act like?
I'm sure that these questions
were just a few of the many that
we had in mind as the amigos from
Latin America came to Fulton. Now
that they've come and gone, I'm
sure that the--- questions have been
answered.
Most of the Amigos brought few
clothes to Fulton because they plan-
ned to shop for clothes here to fill
their empty suit cases. In reply to
my question of how she liked
American clothes and their prices,
an amigo said that she was amazed
at the low prices on our clothes
and their color was just great. She
said that the prices on clothes in
Equador were much higher and the
quality and color of the clothes
were not as good as American
clothes.
Some of the Amigos were very
accomplished on the piano. One
boy who bad boon studying piano
for three years could play classical
pieces as well as some of our six
year stinkents. Be said that he liked
American music better because we
have music other than classics
whereas in Equador, they do not.
I asked one amigo his opinion
of our school system. He remarked
that he liked our system but that
it was too easy. Where as we take
five subjects a year, he had to take
from ten to thirteen subjects a
year. But he added that we learn
more about a subject, but they just
skim it and hit the main parts.
In reply to one question about our
American girls one boy said that
they were louder and not quite as
but he liked them because in many
cases they were so friendly.
The boys really liked football but
many had some remarks about the
game. One said it was too slow
and that we rest too much. Another
said that we wear too many pads.
Still another cOuldn't understand
Judy Lambert And Leslie Cheatham
Work To Support College Expenses
"From The F HS Kennel"
We have two very industrious
members of the senior class who,
in addition to maintaining their
regular school work, are employed
at the Whistlin' Pig. Judy Lambert
and Leslie Cheatham are two ener-
getic students who are both using
their earnings for college expenses.
Susannas Meet As
Goshen Church
The Paris District Susannas met
at Goshen Methodist Church near
Murray on October 21, with Mrs.
Ann Archer as hostess. Co-hostess-
(.5 with her, serving a lovely lunch-
eon, were Gail Lackey, Ruth Yan-
cey, Willie Hill, Bernice Walker,
Sylvia Baldwin and Gwen Byrd.
The devotion was given by Neva
Maxedon and a very interesting
program was given by Laura Gal-
loway.
Their work includes waiting on the
counter, making all drinks, exten-
sive cleaning at night, and filling
the machines in the morning, plus
additional skills such as helping
travelers and giving courteous and
efficient service at all times.
Judy says her biggest problem
is giving directions, such as the
time that she sent some poor in-
nocent travelers on a two-hundred
mile trek to Cairo, Illinois, but she
adds that she is working on this
and there's hope yet!
Judy began working on Septem-
ber 2 and since then, has worked
weekends and weekday afternoons.
Leslie started work on June 28 and
continued working all summer.
Since school has started, he works
only on weekends. Next time you
are in the vicinity of the Whistlin'
Pig, drop by and receive that "ser-
vice with a smile" from two cap-
able seniors.
Yoiiiiiickel treat to UNICEF
at Halloween protects
five children from TB.
War 
Need a New Car orTruck?
BUY-IT
with a PCA Loan!
Buy your new car or truck with a PCA loan---or if you al-
ready have a PCA line of credit, add the cost to your
present loan. Either way, you get these advantages:
Low Interest Rotes...you pay interest only on money
actually used and repayment is scheduled when you sell.
Friendly Service...PC& loans are arranged locally by
men who know agriculture...who are interested in you.
Repaymeet Schedule...spread the cost of equipment over
several years, with payments scheduled when you sell crops
or livestock.
Production Credit Associations specialize in credit for all
farm and ranch expenses. Stop in, get all the details.
PCA LOANS
•
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 7:16-2506
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161
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why we used an oblong ball instead
of a round one. One boy thought it
unfair to use our hands or to tackle.
One amigo thought the food was
too salty but gooa. rue amigos
love '• w:th whipped cream and
I imagine that their luggage isn't
the only thing that gained a little
weight in Fulton.
I &skein them if 'ere were any
of our customs tnat seemed strange,
and most agreed on the following
examples. They v.-re surprised at
how free we are in that the Arrart
can teen-ager has somewhat a mind
of his own and gets to handle his
social and business IMs to an ex-
tent. They were happily amazed at
our friendliness when they arrive
and the way we received them in
our homes and lives. The amigos
thought it strange that we 'bowed
less respect to our parents then
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they were used to showing to their"
parents. Many of them couldn't be-
lieve that a town of Fulton's size
could possibly be the site of the
Banana Festival. Finally, they
could not understand our way of
dancing but most of them learned
the dances and enjoyed them.
In reply to those questions at •
first, I believe that both the amid(
and their American brothers Sr
sisters benefited from this pe,
gram, and that we have grown
love them and their customs
they have grown to love us or.
our customs.
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Maurice Harmon
Is Commissioner
Of Child Welfare
Kentucky's new Commissioner of
Child Welfare, Maurice A. Harmon,
was sworn in October 1 by Gover-
nor Edward T. Breathitt.
Harmon, 40, was director of pub-
lic institutions for Montana before
coming to Kentucky. He succeeds
Richard J. Clendenen who has ac-
cepted a teachint=n with the
University of Minnesota.
The new commissioner received
the master's degree in social-ser-
vice administration from Western
Reserve in Cleveland, Ohio. He Is
the immediate past president of the
National Association of Training
Schools and Juvenile Agencies.
Harmon was previously super-
visor of juvenile rehabilitation for
Washington state for 12 years, and
has also served on Minnesota's
Youth Conservation Commission
and with the Wisconsin Department
of Public Welfare.
'Complete line of Hall-
mark cards, tallies and
playing cards
'Gifts in colored glass-
ware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperile printed sta-
tionery, calling cards
and notes
'Picture frames
'Perraanent flower ar-
rangements
'Fresh-cut flower ar-
rangements
'Corsages and pillow
corsages
'Wedding flowers a apec-
alty
'Artistic funeral ar-
rangements
Scoffs Floral Shops
Carr at Commercial
Phone 472-1577
Rev. and Mrs. Dale Shelton an-
munce the arrival of a daughter,
born in Obion County Hospital on
Monday, October 18, weight 5
pounds and 13 ounces, named San-
dra Gail.
Sam Batts is in Hillview Hospital
for tests.
Mrs. Loyd Watkins visited her
mother, Mrs. Lester Cole, at Dover,
Tynn., on Monday. Her condition is
not improved. Charles Kennedy, of
Cosmopolis, Washington, flew in for
a few days with his mother, Mrs.
Cole.
Reed Holmes continues to be
very sick at Fulton Hospital, where
he has been for the past two,weeks.
Mrs.-Durell McCall entered Hill-
view Hospital Wednesday, with a
case of flu. She was able to come
home on Sunday.
Sympathy goes out to the family
of little Bobby Melton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Melton, who pass-
ed away in Le Bonheur Hospital
in Memphis last Wednesday night.
He had been in and out of the hos-
pital for the past year. Funeral was
ao Ruthville, with burial at Oak
Grove. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Melton and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Heathcock.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cunningham,
of Martin, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Armstrong Sunday.
Mrs. Ada Ross was able to come
home from Jones Hospital in time
to celebrate her birthday at her
home.
Boone Wheeler and Mrs. Ethel
%heeler Hawkins and Mr. Hawkins,
of Tampa, Fla., visited with their
aunt, Mrs. Effie Winstead, last Fri-
day afternoon.
Miss Diane Watkins was honoree
a shower given by Mrs. Larry
Watkins at her home on Saturday
afternoon. An enjoyable afternoon
was spent by the many guests who
came with good wishes and nice
gifts.
Ed Parker is very low at his
home, gradually growing worse for
tnc past week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sanderson
had a barbecue Sunday night, with
guests Mrs, Grace Armstrong and
Ji-amie.
Mrs. A. A. McGuire Is able to be
up part time since coming home
from the hospital last Saturday.
One out of three families will have a hospital case this year
... one out of seven we/ have someone who requires surgery.
You and your family need the dependable protection of
Slue Cross and Sive Shield to help you meet the cost of neces-
sary hospiki1 and surgical-medical care.
W YOU Mil NOT A BLUR CROSS AND KU! SHIRD MIMSER,
AMY NOW V YOU AU 04 TRAPS OP AO* Olt UNDER, AND
NEMER APPUCANT NOR 'MUSS IS EMPLOYED WHERE MIMI
MUM Oil MOSS WAPLOYIIIS.
FARM BUREAU MEMBERS SEE YOUR FARM BUREAU AGENT
IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO Ail BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
MEMBERS ABOUT CONTINUED PROTECTION FOR YOUR CHILDREN
WHO MIL SOON BF ic/ YEAR,. (I A(
MIMI CROW owl 111.1111 ENMO3101 61114011W11 teed • laohollo 411111111 FN-16
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Who Becomes 19 yews of ego inentfi day year
Please moil in. on oppiketion se there wM ino no
lirMeneption of protection. Cortifkat• No
This is the sixth day it has been
raining and no let-up in sight. Wa-
ter everso/here.
Sunday everella n.eV. lom Fores-
ter, from Fresno, Calif., spoke at
Faith Church in St. Clair Shores
and a large crowd was present,
with a snack lunch after services.
Tuesday at 1:30 Illinois Synod
was called to order by Rev. Fores-
ter, who had the opening service.
Then the men adjourned to the Fel-
lowship Hall to conduct synod busi-
ness, while the C. P. women stayed
in the sanctuary to conduct the af-
fairs of the Missionary Auxiliary.
Mrs. Bradfield, the president, had
charge of the service and told all
about the changes to take place in
January 1966; also, about the sec-
ond"mile in the churches all over
the denomination.
Tuesday evening Rev. McAdoo
Gain, from China had charge of
the service and, being in China for
14 years and speaking Chinese, he
had a difficult time trying to
preach a sermon in English, but he
did real well under the conditions.
Wednesday night Rev. Eugene
Warren, from Memphis, Tenn., had
the service on Book Manual and
By-Laws and told all about the
changes to take place in January
1966.
Gene Kleeman is back home, af-
ter spending three years in Mel-
bourne, Australia, for Chrysler
Corporation. When he left, he said
he'd be back in six months, but
didn't say what year.
We have a preacher coming the
31st of October to preach his trial
sermon at 8 p. m., as we still do
not have a regular pastor.
Friday, Vice President Humphrey
dedicated the new Adlai Stevenson
High School in Livonia, Mich., a
suburb of Detroit. He was two
hours late getting here account of
rain. Friday night he and Mil.
Humphrey spoke to the Economic
Club at Cobo Hall to a packed
house. They spoke on our crisis in
Viet Nam and about draft calling
of young men, also conditions all
over the country.
The fellowship dinner at Perry,
Mich., will be Saturday, October
30, at 6 p. m., with Rev. Jones from
Grace Church the main speaker.
Mrs. Opal Thomas, of New Balti-
more, Mich., went to see their new
home they are building on the
lake and, somehow or other, when
she stepped on the brake, the carjumped forward and stopped in
four feet of water. By the time the
sheriff's boats got to her she was
sitting on top of the car. Neighbors
told Mrs. Thomas, "We knew you
like to fish, but would it not be
easier with a line and pole?" No
comments on her answer.
The big events coming up in No-
vember: 13th, shower in church for
Miss Judy Phelps; 22nd, my birth-
day (60 plus); 25th, our wedding
anniversary, 19 years.
See you in church, either Sunday
morning or Wednesday night.
Call news to me at 293-8161. Or,
If you care to write, the address is
31.529 Beaconsfield Road, Rose-
ville, Mich. 48066.
The revival closed at Chapel Hill
Friday night. Rev. Smithmyer
brought some wonderful messages.
The young people of the Train-
ing Union of Johnson's Grove en-joyed a hayride and wiener roast
Saturday night.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and son, Har-
old, spent part of last week in
Dyersburg with Mrs. Rogers' dau-
ghter, Mrs. Lester Alford, and Mr.
Alford. They brought them home
Sunday and spent the day.
Everyone extends sympathy to
Mrs. Sarah Brown in the sudden
death of her husband last Thurs-
day.
Mrs. Jack Lowe is home, after
several weeks spent in hospitals in
Memphis and Fulton and is slowly
improving after major surgery in
Memphis at the Baptist Hospital.
Mrs. Frankie Ferguson is still
on the sick list.
Mrs. Betty Burcham and daugh-
ter Nancy, of Clinton, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach.
Garry Stem is a patient in the
Fulton Hospital the last few days
Riley Smith is a patient In Jones
Clinic.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mse. Owes Triable
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
little daughter, Jacqueline, of Ak-
ron, Ohio, arrived Friday on vaca-
t n with parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lassiter and Mr. and Mrs.
Mancel Wright, Dresden Route.
Mrs. Jessie Brown has returned
to her home in Dukedom, after
spending a week with her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Durrell Terrell, and Mr.
Terrell, District 17, and other re-
altives in that section.
011ie Vincent is a patient in Hill-
view Hospital, undergoing some
treatment, and we hope he will
quickly respond and be back home.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. In. and also at the evening
service.
Mrs. Richard McGuire is ins-
proving after a rather severe at-
tack of kidney ailment, suffered
several days ago. We hope for her
a speedy recovery.
Bro. Charles Wall delivered his
sermon at Knob Creek Church of
Christ the past Sunday at U a. m.,
moue he serves his church on the
!econd and fourth Sundays. He and
mily were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Mathis.
Mrs. Dave Mathis remains about
the same at her borne in our vil-
lage. We hope she will steadily im-
prove as the days go by.
Mrs. Cecil Hall, of Detroit, is
spending her autumn vacation here
with relatives, the M. A. and W. J.
seed families, District No. 17, and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brown of South
Fulton.
Mrs. Pete Chambers is improv-
ing some, after having undergone
surgery at the Fulton Hospital
some five weeks ago. All friends
hope she will respond quickly and
be feeling much better soon.
For a time leaves are green, then in
early fall they become brilliant
with many colors. Finally they turn
Attend church and learn
more of God's
wonderful and
never changing love.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and
daughtcrs, Melodye and Tracey
Lynn, Mrs. Eric Cunningham and
George Ed, of Dresden, visited with
Grant Bynum and Margarett the
-vast Sunday.
We have had our first cold snap,
frost heavy, and a light freeze of
the season when we woke up this
Monday morning, temperature 2e
degrees. It is and to see all vegeta-
tion go, but our trees are now in
rig,htest hues, gold, red, purple,
etc. Take a drive and see the world
in full array. Also, take time to en-joy the season.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and par.
ticipate in the Church because it tells the truth about man's life, Booth and destiny; the
truth which alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
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Seniors Elect Twenty Who's Who Students
Elation marked the counteruine•
of many instigate Wednesday, Sap-
1 5, -when as annual elec-
tion took place. Tlie Mould event
brought twallite. agilm hp oeeupy
esteemed positions in many varied
categories of the Who's Who.
For the Best AU Around, Carole
Pigue and Wayne Lohaus were se-
lected. Carole is a member of the
Future Teachers of America, the
National Honor Society, the Quill
and Scroll and the Future Nurses
Club. She is the secretary-treasurer
of the senior class, a columnist ler
the Kennel and is on the advert*.
ing staff of the annual.
Wayne Lanus is very active in
sports, having participated for four
years in football. He is a member
of the French Club and the Quill
and Scroll and is the president at
both the National Honor Society
and the senior class. He is the
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE—De Kalb hybrid pul-
lets. Ready to lay. $1.75 each.
Ralph Edrington, Arlington, Ky.
Phone 6554041.
i'V ANTENNAS: We install —
rrade-repair and move. Get our
orices. We service all makes TV.
Phone sot Roper Television.
BEM= YOU BUY a shallow
well pump, see Fulton Hardware &
Furniture Company, where Prices
start at $7240„
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton,, Ky. Phone 472-3503
prim JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All typeset Ineuressee
"Covering Everything"
4n Lake W.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
managing editor of the Kennel and
Is on the advertising staff of the
annual.
Bettye Beadles and Jimmy Hogg
were voted the Wittiest of the sen-
ior class. This year Bettye is a
member of tab French Club, FTA,
and Future Nurses Club. She is the
typist for the Kennel and the snap-
shot editor of the school yearbook.
Jimmy Hogg is active in foot-
ball this year and participates in
many drag races in his spare time.
Jimmy is also an active officer in
his local church.
As the Flirtiest, Lynne Dallas
and Rodney Foster were elected.
Lynne is a member of TrA, the
National Honor Society, the Quill
and Scroll, and the Future Nurses
Club. She is kept extremely busy
this year as .a co-editor of the an-
nual.
Rodney Foster is a member of
F'TA, the National Honor Society,
and 4-H club. He is president of
the Quill and Scroll and has been
a class officer all four years. He is
news-editor for the Kennel and
sports editor for the annual. Rod-
ney participates in sports, both
football and basketball.
Kaye Johnson and Reggie Gris-
som were elected the Loudest and
Quietest. Kaye is a member this
year of both the Future Nurses Club
and Future Homemakers of Amer-
ica. She is a very active member
of the First Methodist Church.
Reggie Grissom has won numer-
ous awards in shop. In his sopho-
more year he won first place in
leather and second place in metal
and in his junior year placed first
at Murray and second at Fulton
in the first year of woodworking.
Reggie also goes to the South Ful-
ton Baptist Church.
Peggy Reams and Lee Engel
were voted the Friendliest. Peggy
is a class officer and a member of
the French Club, the National
Honor Society and Future Nurses
Club. She is vice-president of Frit
and secretary of the Quill and
Scroll. She is the photography edi-
tor for the annual and sales-man-
ager for the Kennel.
Lee Engel is the photography
editor for the school yearbook, and
is presently employed by the local
radio station. Lee is remembered
as being one of the biggest hits
in the talent show last year when
he played the baritone ukelele.
Elected to fill the category of
Prettiest and Most Handsome were
Sallie Williams and Steve French.
Sallie is a member of the French
Club, rra. and Future Nurses
Club. Also she is a reporter for the
Kennel.
Steve French participated in foot-
ball his freshman and sophomore
years and is presently studying
mechanical drawing and is the
foreman of the shop. In his spare
IMPORTANT
NOTICE
City Taxes are Due
NOVEMBER 1, 1965
10 Percent Penalty, Plus 6 Per-
cent Interest Will Be Added After
This Date.
CITY of FULTON, KY.
time Steve drags and is now work-
ing on a hot rod. He is employed
at the Fulton Theater.
Sara Jane Pee and Loyd Bone
were elected by the seniors as be-
ing the Best Sport and the Most
Athletic. Sara Jane is a member
of the Quill and Scr1, president
of PTA and vice-prosiest of the
National Honor Society. She is co-
editor of the Kennel and captain of
the cheerleaders.
Loyd Bone is a member of the
National Honor Society and is in-
volved in sports this year, being an
active member of the football
team.
Chosen Most Likely to Succeed
were Jeanie Hinton and Leslie
Cheatham. Jeanie is co-editor of
the Kennel and a member of In*
and Future Nurses Club. She is
secretary of both the National
Honor Society and the French Club
and is the program chairman of
the Quill and Scroll.
Leslie Cheatham Is co-editor of
the annual and a reporter on the
'Orr" 
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Lohaus c As Page 10 The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 28, IWO
Kennel. He is a club member of
PTA and is the program chairman
for the Quill and Scroll. He is also
a member of the National Honor
Satiety.
Mary Elizabeth Mitchell and
Mike Stevens were voted the Most
Dependable. Mary Elisabeth is a
member of FTA, the National
Honor Society and the Future
Nurses Club. She is business man-
ager for the Kennel and snapshot
editor of the annual.
- Mils Sleeves actively partici-
pates in football, basketball, and
track. He is a member of FTA,
sports editor of the annual and
vice-president of the senior class
Selected as Best Dressed were
Anita Bondurant and Phil Flinn!'
gan. Anita is a Club member of
PTA, the Future Nurses Club and
the National Honor Society. She is
also a reporter on the Kennel.
Phil Flannigan participates in
both football and basketball. He is
also an active member of the First
Methodist Church.
FHA Favorite
Wayne Lohaus was elected
F. EL A. Sweetheart for the coming
year at the meeting on Wednesday,
October 20, of the Fulton Chapter
of Future Homemakers of America.
The opening rituals were used
and the meeting was called to or-
der by Judy Olive, president, who
introduced the guest*, Mrs. Varden,
Mr. Snider, John Need and Wayne
Wiens. Brenda Mellride, first vice
president, presented the goals for
F. H. A. for the coming year.
December 10 was the date select-
ed for the installation of freshmen
members and Mrs. Charles Fields
was elected freshman Chapter
Mother.
The program leader, Brenda Mc-
Bride, gave a program on Manners
and Morals Matter. All V. H. A-
girls submitted questions to be an-
swered by the panel.
The president led in the Creed,
after which the meeting adjourned.
NEW HOME FOR SEVERAL AGENCIES--This new office building on Frankfort's
historic Corner of Celebrities is now the home of the Kentucky departments of Commerce
and Child Welfare. It will also house the Kentucky Industrial Development Finance
Authority, the Kentucky Atomic Energy and Space Authority and the administrative stall'
of Project Hope, an anti-poverty program. The building is of red brick construction and
18th century design. It is at 403 Wapping Street behind the Lindsey House, which is being
restored for use as headquarters by the Kentucky Heritage Commission.
Operation Amigo
Is Big Success
"From The PHS Kennel"
The Third International Banana
Festival has been the most success-
ful one yet. There are two main
reasons that have made it so. One
is that F. H. S. students were given
a two day holiday and the second
is because of the arrival of thirty-
four "Operation Amigo" students
from five Latin American countries
who have been frequent visitors to
Fulton High School during their
two weeks stay here.
They came, they saw, they con-
quered. These thirty-four "amigos"
have made many fast friends and
the mail is swimming between Ful-
ton and South Fulton and Central
America. It is through this "Opera-
tion Amigo" program that the main
purpose of all the Banana Festi-
vals has been best carried out.
David Bronheina, Duty Coordinator
for the Alliance for Progress said,
"We are very proud of this com-
munity—your Latin American pro-ject can get across to the people
of Central America the ideas,
ideals, and goals of America." Es-
tablishing understanding between
the younger generation is the best
way of ensuring this. This under-
standing has certainly been achiev-
The self-made man has a lot of
working parts.
UK Test Papers
To Be Placed
In Cornergone
When a time capsule containing
documents that reilect American
life in the mid-1960's is opened in
100 or even 50 yefars from now,
chances are the current era will
seem quite ancient to the men of
that day.
A metal box that went into the
cornerstone of the University of
Kentucky's new Commerce Build-
ing, which was dedielted recently,
contained copies of current news-
papers, college bulletins and the
UK catalog, and copies of two tests
currently offered in the College of
Commerce.
The newspapers may be an aid to
historians, but the items that will
reflect the fast-paced era, the
in Commerce 252 and 737. The
questions In that future day may
be the same, but chances are high
that the answers will be different.
Todars *sewers were enclosed just
in case someone in 2065 wishes to
compare them.
On hand for the full day's ac-
tivities were Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, Jr., who said that "we
must be prepared for a whole new
way of life in our educational sys-
tem," and UK President John W.
Oswald, who praised former Com-
merce Dean Cecil C. Carpenter as
"llie real architect of this new
building."
No place on earth has more to offer than Mot Springs..,and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.Swim In our beautiful cascade pools . . . enjoy cocktailparties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmetfood ... golf on our two III-hole Championship courses.All sports and recreations in Hot Springs includingfishing and boating. Tali, the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.
For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—
Writ* EDGAR A. MAY, Mgr., The ARLINGTON HOTIL Phone: AREA 501
HOT SPRINGS
National Park,Arkansas
NAtiona1 3-7771
lesn.e
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Fool me once, shame on you; fool
me twice, shame on me.
Take time to read—it is the
source of wisdom.
Returns To Neshville
After Fulton Visit
Mrs. Charles S. Roberts, of Nash-
ville, has returned to her home af-
ter spending several days with her
brother, Johnson Hill, and Mrs.
Hill. Mrs. Roberts is the wile of
"Tennessee Charlie", game and
fish commissioner. State of Tenni:s-
age.
Sunday Mrs. Roberts
taught the Homan B. Daniels Sun-
day School Class at the First Meth-
odist Church.
Students Select
Best Personalities
On September 18 each class elect-
ed their choices for best person-
ality. One boy and one girl were
chosen from each grade.
The freshmen elected Toby Har-
rison and Dee Fields.
ball, and his favorite subject is
English. He is a member of the
First Baptist Church.
Dee is a member of the choir at
the First Methodist Church and
also of the Girl Scouts. She likes
tennis, swimming, golf, and her
favorite subject Is home econom-
ics.
Sophomore choices were Denny
Dukes and Roma Foster.
Hobbies and sports that Denny
enjoys include basketball, base-
ball, swimming and golf. He likes
sciences best and is also taking
Latin outside the regular school
program.
Roma has been a cheerleader
for the past two years. She is sec-
retary-treasurer of her class, and
song leader for F. H. A. She is also
on the Kennel staff, a member of
Explorettes and French Club.
The juniors elected Danny Pew-
itt and Brenda Harrison.
Danny likes baseball and basket-
ball. His favorite subjects are
science and typing. His bobbles in-
clude models, sports, and James
Bond books. He is an Explorer and
also the football manager.
Brenda is a raweber of T. A. T.,
F. H. A., Explorettse and Future
Nurses Club. Her hobbles include
sewing, tennis, and driving. She
Is vice-president of her Sunday
School class at the First Baptist
Church.
Letters of Interest
Embassy o/ the United States
of America
Washington, D. C.
October 14, 1965
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett
Park Terrace Motel
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Puckett:
* note of thanks for your hos-
pitality and friendliness during our
visit to your banana city a few
weeks ago.'
It was quite a surprise for us to
be in the midst of such tramming,
activity and we are filled with ad-
miration for your city and the
amazing people who run it so ef-
ficiently.
Hope to see you next year.
Very sincerely,
/a/ Mr. and Mrs. Wimberly Coerr
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
TN II AT
Between Martin & Union City
Thursday, Friday, October 26-29
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Dean Martin - John Wayne
SONS OF KATIE ELDER
and at 9:30
Anthony Perkins- Vera Miles
PSYCHO
Saturday, October 30
Three Features
Starts at 7:00
Joan Crawford Leif Erickson
STRAIT-JACKET
Then at 9:00
Dina A.ndrews - Janette Scott
CRACK IN THE WORLD
and at 10:15
Edward G. Robertson
A BOY TEN TALL
Sunday, Monday, Oct. 31 Nov. 1
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Tony Curtis - Natalie Wood
SEX AND THE
SINGLE GIRL
and at 9:00
Frank Sinatra
NONE BUT THE BRAVE
CLOUD TUN.. W110.
THE DAYER RECORD
Progress Id& Fluidal Stability
• During the administration of Mayor Gilbert Dadra., a sewage
treatment system was built, with 50% Federal funds paying some
$130,000 of the total cost.
• A bond MI:mincing issue of $890,000 is now saving the City
$4.500 per year—a total saving of $90,000 over a period of 20 years.
* Fulton has a new U. S. post office and a new public library.
• During this administration the CREEK tax has been eliminat-
ad. The AUTO tax—as promised by DeMyer—has been reduced from
$10 to $5. The 5% tax on INSURANCE premiums has been •liminat-
ed.
• Four bridges have been built, including the Collins Street
bridge for $8000, and these were ell paid for WITHOUT INCREASE
IN THE AUTO TAX or ADDITION OF ANY OTHER TAXES.
• A complete new street lighting system has been installed sll
over town, and paid for without any additional taxes.
* Four years ago the City was in debt $13,000. This year it fin-
ished with a surplus of $10,000.
VOTE FOR
GILBERT DeMYER
for re-election u
MAYOR OF FULTON
Tuesday, Novi:other 2
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4100T BLUES—Boots begin to look giant-sized to Pfe Paul
Sasiaewski of the 4th Armored Division in Germany after
hears et work bringing the spit and polish look to rain.
waked. mad-caked "LW Abusers." U.S. Army photographer
SO Chester Stoyeek, who captured the sestimeata of all
4th Armored tankers plagued by essastaat rain and mad,
predated this picture by rephetagraphing two others. Pri-
vate lissinewski mums from Akrea, Ohio. Specialist Stay.
wk.s hems is Is Brashly*, New Test.
Fall Fashions Keyed
to Off-Beat Note
Off-best color combinations in
dames and separates keynote the
current faehion scene for teens.
AB ristems are go for mixes and
matches of solids., patterns and
matures. So let your imagination
nm its course, right into your
scisool-time and date-tins ward-
robe.
Bat once your vivid, vibrant
fashinse are worn and laundered
a .few times, it won't tabs any irn-
asking to know they've lost sorne
of their body and bounce. Hold-
* the shape of fashion, though,
Is easy and little effort for you
when you treat your washable
Widens to some loving fabric
Cu,.
Virginia White, fashion consult-
ant for the Faultless Starch Com-
pany, recommends following man-
ufact urers' laundering instruc-
tions, and adds these hints for
maintaining fashion brilliance:
—Whether you prefer your
clothes damp dry or completely
dry when you iron, Fauhkes.
spraron starch will add jut*
enough body and freshness for
fashion's soft, casual look.
—Spray larger items and heav-
ier fabrics a portion at a time and
iron as you spray.
—Fog smaller articles sad light-
weight fabrics, it is easiest to spray
the garment completely, then iron.
—To give a dress or blouse or
skirt extra body, spray it once and
iron, then lightly spray and iron
gain.
—To give names, collars, cuffs,
and waistbands additional body
Of smoothness (whether or not
you spray-on starch the entire gar-
ment), simply spray, then press.
—Perk up A-fire *ins by spray-
ing the limbo aad frost* ea the
w J
1111111I+
with an extra puff of spray-on
starch and a touch of the iron.
You'll find that a little fabric  
care will go a long way in keeping
your school-year fashions flatter-
_ sag and fresh.
*a-
Welorbt Ileelbers met/111•114
Our first dying machines were
not built by financiers who
risked their fortunes, but by
boys in barns and backyards
who risked their lives. The
Wright Bros. ran a bicycle re-
pair shop. Glen Martin built
his first plan. in a church.
Donald Douglas' dream took
shape in back of a barberca
in 1920. Matty Laird's
took wing at 21st and
Chicago—what was then farm-
land. Clyde Cessna built his
monoplane in an Enid, Okla-
homa names'. Aviation history
is visually bemd at the Harold
Warp Pioneer Village at Min-
den. in south central Nebraska,
where the actual flying ma-
chines are on display.
Pit Bar-11 be
Custom Sartsmasinit
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Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W.1141 Sauer, 111.0.
Censuaant, Pantionsi Dolby Council
THE KITCHEN IS A HEALTH CENTER
Doctor in the kitchen?
What's a doctor doing in the
kitchen?
lUtchens are for homemakers
— cooks; not &dell
Well, now, let's just ass.
Kitchens are certainly for
cooking and otherwise preparizig
food, areal they? Well then,
Isn't food a basic essential for
living, along with water and air?
And isn't the right food, prop-
erly selected, important and in-
deed essential, for good health,
vigor and fitness? I've always
thought so.
So maybe a doctor In the
kitchen might be of MIMI use
In helping the beactigire with
bar important job of WIN her
family correctly, 10811011.1eilly,
and happily, and with the lost
weer and tear on beisalf. Not
by telling her how to run her
house. She knows about that
But in keeping her up to the
minute in the fast-moving maid
of nutritional research.
New Kaowledge
New knowledge 15 bebg
veloped all the doe by thew
sands of nutritional and clinked
research workers, and repotted
In more journals than the bowo
maker could possibly read.
Wouldn't it be helpful to have
a steed-by source of oacit infor-
mation In yaw kitchen once a
week?
So, may hook in?
Kitchens Also Daiwa=
Kitchens, I regret to say, are
also plates where homemakers
get hurt. They deal with sharp
knives, jagged cans, hot utensils
and liquids, whirling beaters and
other electric appliasees. Water
or grease gets spilled on floors
and causes falls. Escaping gas
may explode: hot grease may
start fires. Broken gleerware any
emus serious cuts. Perhaps the
doctor's adobe edgit he bslp-
kk.J*tg who_ kis when
Vat IWO
batter to keep them from de-
veloping. With your permission,
madam?
May Opinion
Many questions arise in the
course of a week's Meal plan-
ning and preparation. And over
the bridge table, or at the Laun-
dromat, many opiniOns about
food are expressed, some correct,
some not.
There are, for example, home-
makers who even wood& wheth-
er proteins and carbohydrates
should be eaten at the same
meat Let's get the record
straight. There is abioluteiy no
reason for such sworn. The
notion that proteins and carbo-
hydrates should not be eaten at
the same meal arose from a
dietary fad more tlian thirty
years ago, and still; pops up
once in a while. Indeed, most
foods naturally contain both of
these nutrients.
Comma Sere Silhitiee
In nutrition, there plenty
of questions. Most le don't
know the facts. Pot reason,
I hope you'll join doctor in
the kitchen next end for
many more weeks to We'll
talk common-sense a for
you and your family.
Good day — and ISIseder
Cotton gauze w4s first
woven in Gaza in the Mid-
tile East.
SOAP SOLD
BY THE CHUNK
Along with the cracker barrel,
huge cakes of soap were a familiar
sight in the old general store. Sold
by the pound, It war cut off
chunks "to order" by the store-
keeper. The soap was drab and
harsh to the shin. Today, the mod-
em homemaker can choose mild
soap with AT-7, which protects
the skin against bacteria, comes
my wrappedeind its a
variety 411 cakes so 110 hidividuai
taw& Modem Alesdkant soap is
a boon to beauty and health.
Of interest td Homemakers-
KIMCIII KART—A Korean cart books-up to the "Kimehl Kart" for the long haul up
a steep hill near Seoul. The Kart is a salvaged U.S. Army jeep procured by Armed
Forces Assistance to Korea (AFAK) and put into operating condition by soldiers of
the 21st Transportation Company (Car). Before the troopers innovation, Korean
laborers had only the power of their legs to get them to the top. Now, operating on
a 9 to 10 a.m., 12 to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. schedule weekdays, the Kart saves wear
and tear on some tee Koreans a month.
NEAT—Pin-checked cotton
shapes a flattering look for
junior petites. Easy-fitting
strt eccentuated With
-trttn. The Antes-
int touch: Zepel fabric fluor-
idiser is added for water,
oil, and stain resistance.
CARPET SALE
WOOL WILTON . .
511 NYLON . . .
12x12 CARPETS . .
111% NYLON
9x12 BEADED RUGS
9x12 VISCOSE RUG .
•
•
.$5J8 Sq. Yd.
. $5.511 Sq. Yd.
. SSA Sq. IN.
. $34.50 Sq. Yd.
•. $16.88 Sq. Yd.
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42 Trade In
Allowance
FOR YOUR OLD STOVE ON A NEW
1966 MAGIC CBE!
'
114 Lake St.
Heavy Daly
TROUBLE
LAMP
People-Sized Beds
Ease Nocturnal Strains
Pilgrims may have looked big to
the Indians, but to the average
American male today they would
appear to Lc shrimps.
At Pihnoth Plantation in Ply-
mouth, Mass., there is dramatic
evidence that these 17th century
stalwarts were about 5 feet 4
inches tall and rather narrow
across the chest and shoulders.
It is not surprising that the sire
of their furniture was smaller than
those. we use now. The average
chair was comparable, to the mod-
em typewriter chair and the aver-
age double bed measured only
four feet in width.
Compare those statistics with
that of government and private
agencies which indicate that the
average height of the American
male today is five feet 10 inches.
In 1900 one out of 25 males be-
tween the ages of 20 and 30 grew
to six feet or more in height. With-
in the same age group, figures for
1960 show that one out of five
I males reached 6' or more—an in-
macilWaiepircrat www-16,• • ior WOW
5'7" in 1100 as opposed to 11196
who nethed this height in 1960.
The bedding industry, recogniz-
ing the increasing rate of human
growth, has provided modern man
with proportionally larger sleeping
surfaces through super-size bed-
ding.
Even the old size double bed at
72" in length and 54" wide pro-
vides each occupant with the same
sleeping space as a baby's crib, de-
priving the individual of sufficient
room to turn ard move without
constriction in the ;wormsl course
of his sleep. "People size" bedding
alleviates this condition, however.
.put a....
n your room!
(or a
BEAR, BULL DOGGIE,
PUSSY CAT, BUNNY,
POODLE DOG or a
LION)
only
$9.95
"ideal for the child's room"
strong•sturdy• all foam, removable washable seat
If there's ever been a perfect gift for that special youngster . . . This is it
Universal's lovable, friendly pet creations in your choice of 7 subjects will give
years of continuous service and are easily assembled from their Individual
mailer boxes. Who can resist that child's flash of delight upon seeing their
new playmate for the first time? Not you . . . Write, phone or come in right
away.
WADI 'NMI WA Alb saveAdios. Xv.
IL •
PUSSY CAT POODLE DOG
Moil Covisen
or Plena Your Order &No Mime Swam')
Fulton, K
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CHIC39HAMS 1: 59 ;irik 
Sirlion Tip
• •
Soup Chuck
• •
Pork Tender
.1b. 49c
. lb. 59c
. lb. 89c
. lb. 89c
. lb. 29c
Hunt's The Best 21.2 Cans
BEEF . . . 12oz.Cans 31Ic
PIG EAR
REES EtTtrntict.254•••••••••••••
OffEETa1:11"3,siey.• • 0, •
NECK BON
FRANK
CHEES
MIRIC 59'
MOVIELC VOW 56
INeraktigT
10 0*. Jobat
Wrrig $ ,u. 
SILOw
•-••••••••••••
bPENN CH ONE GALLON-Wilk $5.NAMP
CRACK ERS°Y.t.:Ailir.19`
SOU PH‘azortr;f41 II
Mayfield Cream Style 1501. Cans
CORN . . . . 8 for $1.00
Showboat Green & White 15 on. Cans
DUE RGENTn:.17 696 LinssuE
FRUIT PI ESTit.°.•••.•• s. • • MA 4i • • .41. li•b•lit•q°6111ORANGE JUICE F. • In 411111160 ir• • • t 41 et • ••Cilli• • IP 111 P  •
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES.11:11tin.t10P:
16 rolls $1.00 COFFEEKAI,ent•.e!.1s7
 
SALMOtehkumr• $1.00
WASH ED RED POTATO ES . lift-`3:. • • •
TOKAY GRAPE
UM by owner: $ badman'
tut wood floors, gas heat
ereseeetat control, deep
le bath; 14 mile from town
Martin highway. 8 acres, of land
hog times. Naomi* at
I. L. House, Phone 47941112.
GIFT IDEAS? Shop at the
Ternce Gift Shop for a
Variety, sere to please!
RC1AL PHOTOGRAPHY
prosotIons, advertising and
special even*. ADELLE, Union
;City, phone 8854570.
„MIMS!' PIANO BARGAIN—Want-
' eirresponsible party to take over
null monthly payments. May be
„seen locally. Write Credit Dept.,
224 W. Walnut St, Louisville, Ky.
-PAINTENG? Redecorating? For all
:your highest quality paint products
-do to Eherwin-Williams Paint Coas-
t paw, 114 Lake Strut.
1111ALEI HELP WANT) —National
e 
Weds three men linmedi-
sr= SSW and neat appear-
'pace. Write, giving peat work and
=
, to C. A. Montgomery, 111
Sixth Street, Paducah, Ken-
tucky.
APARTMENTS NEEDED! If you
,have rental property Alit it in our
31assifieds. We have had recent in-
TSB FURNITURE
boy it at
"FS 2* anw__sm
Furniture Company Re
frigerators
4011..111.1111 1111 111.1 11111.1.1,
1' Frigidaire  $29.95 ,
 
 Westinghouse  25.00'
General Electric  39.95
29.95
FARM FOR SALE—The farm of
the late John Wesley, located just
outside Fulton on Highway 155 and
lying between this road and West
State Line, consisting of slightly
over 300 acres. This is real farm
Land and is an ideal location in
every respect. Please call us, as
the heirs do not wish to be bothered
with negotiations. James T. John-
son, Realtor. Phone 472-1503; 
nignt
472-3890.
FOR SALE: SWIM erteeas '
special Idassey-Targnscas combine;
12-foot platform, pick-up reel, hy-
draulic header with cab. A-1 cow
dition; priced to sell. Paul Nailling
Implement Company, Fulton,
phone 472-1803.
-
for Teen Complexions
FORD GALAXIS caw
t ç esatie
#4_ FORD custom 5110 4-door,
V-S straight shift
tir MUSTANG V4 Hardtop
FORD SCOniaill• camper,
. 
fiolly equipped
83 CHEVROLET lielair sedan,
6-cyl; standard
CHEVROLET 1.1-Air heed.
esp; dean
82 FAIRLANS 508 V-41, straight
skiff
PAIRLANS $48, 6-cyl;
 
 
straight shift
82 FORD Galaxie sedan; 
V4,
automatic
.62 FORD Galaxie convertible
315, stick
Il CHEVROLET s
edan, 4-cyl;
po wereilde
k: T-SIRC1 convertibly, full
411 FORD station eternalPONTIAC hardtop
56 CADILLAC
19 (2) PLYMOUTHS
Do you ever look back at your
teen years with nostalgia for free-
dom from the responsibilities of
adulthood? While you're at it,
don't forget the worries of junior
'General Electric ___ $49.95
Hotpoint  39.95
'Royal  35.00
'General Electric  39.95
and senior high school boys and
girls. At that age of change, am-
bitions, desires, confusions, and
conflicts abound.
In the teen-ager's continuous
striving for popularity, personal
appearance becomes extremely im-
portant. As a result, any kind of
skin blemish appears magnified,
and complexion care is of major
comma.
TWO MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS a
t Fort Boonesborough State Park contingen
t upon
passage of the $176 million bond issue are the mo
dern bathhouse and rfltaurant (above)
and the Daniel Boone Museum (below) w
hich will include an interpretive program o
n
Boone's life and times. Other facilities planne
d are service buildings and employee housi
ng,
recreation facilities and general landscaping.
 The park is on the Kentucky River bet
ween
Richmond and Winchester. Planned developm
ents will run in the neighborhood of $500,000.
South Fulton Beats Wickliffe O
ES
Arch Rival Fulton 
Installs Officers
Fallon and South Fulton knocked hauls for 48 full min
utes
Friday debt in one of the toughest defensive strug
gles seen
In these parts in years, and when it was over, th
e Devils
from Sou* of the Border carried a 2-0 victory bac
k home with
them.
Oddly enough, the game was won on the third play.
 South
reiton kicked off and smeared
the Puttee runner on the to,
'The next play was a loser also
and *en Patton's halfback Ste-
Phone tried to pass, couldn't
flad a Tecate, r and circled back.
He was nailed in the end um
for the safety by Robert Moss,
the Devil's defensive tackle.
Prior to the kickoff, South
Fulton tins took part in what
they called the world's Icqiest
kick-ail. A football, signed
by tee players and coaches and
attached to 50 gas-fIlled talW. hay, about 25 on-
loans was released. The finder
in urged to return it for a special
prima.your bo
chse_or the most effective aidein , Both Felton and Sout
h Fel•
gylimpare is frequent mak 4fiberebpd 
a couple
In a teen's MAO .04.
care worm, Dial soap is ape-
ciany beneficial because it contains
an anti-bacterial system called
AT-7. AT-7 consists of two ingre-
dients which, working together,
reduce infection-causing bacteria
on the skin. Specificelliz they reduce
the chance of infection in skin
abrasions. And regular use depos-
its an invisible film on the skin
that prevents further bacterial
growth.
Leaving the soap on the face
for a minute or two before rinsing
will have more 01 a drying effect
than a fast wash and rinse. If en-
larged pones arg a problem, a cold
water rinse will help shrink them.
Of course, external care is not
the sole solution to problem skin;
it must be combined with ade-
quate rest and balanced diet for
effective results.
Man In Doghouse
SPOKANE, Wash., A
transient and a friend raided the
Spokane dog pound recently is
tree the friend's incarcerated
log. Man and dog got away, but
:he dos catcher was able to
:etch the transient sild put him
n the *SW* Until police ar-
rived.
As a matter of that, Beath
Mica was on the one-yard lbw
Wag ep for third down wises
'the gin sounded.
Twice, Fulton ends were
1011341114 IWO run=
Sodom and drepped perfect
passes. Oa Use ether band,
South Fulton's *eve Green,
dubed off 10 yards and need-
ed only one Mock to goshl the
way, but he didn't get M.
Another time the Devil's
Greg Hamilton crafted to the
20 only to fumble the ball.
All in all, it was an evenly-
-
game. The Felton de-
fuse was stacked saint the
Devil's power runner Multi**
and held him to 57 yards.
Puttee could never muster
a running threat as the Devils
crashed their ball carriers to
the ground.
Statistics chow that South
Fulton picked up 12 first downs
while Fulton got 7. Fulton
tried MI panes and completed
le while SF threw LI times and
hit on five of them.
• A Large Selection!
• Women Sizes, 4-10
Mrs. Opal Perkins Sullivan
and W. E. Cosby were install-
ed as Worthy Matron and
Worthy Patron of Wickliffe
Chapter 516 Order of the
Eastern Star at the regular
meeting on October 19 at
Masonic
WORTH THE MONEY!
Now Moved Back To Our Old Lo
cation
Phone 472-3362 ITS 45-51 B -Pass. Nor
th
Town Swaps Fire
Engine For Grader
FALL RIVER, Maas.
The City Council has approved
the swap of a 30-yearold ire
zthe for a road grader o
nly
years old. The swap was
offered by Victor Mm! of
Rehoboth, who said: "I just like
fire eagines.“
OrporNISIOI•Milalial411111111111111
nummeiNnosessuustanC41
tmday Thru Wednesday
Vivian Leigh and
ose Ferrer - In
FOR TWO PIERSON*
in MI IRSSISSINI NU POST AT Mak NEI (MBA If NE NM
InoSudIregg
4c as won nom wan, amoompos
4c cola al ono • loosatow ItISTNOWT, 1111114 NIL
* lon NI If OW AIM nom tee uwatv our a
w000 warm11111111MNIme. NU PM MANY
VISIT THESE OUTSTANDIlir, APIA ATTRA(TIONS
FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF
NEW OR USED S/P COMBINE
OCTOBER 25th to NOVEMBER 25th
(YOU choose the date _ December, January or February)
MF-35 s/p Combine
MT-fl s/p Combine
MH-82 s/p Combine
MH-80 s/p Combine
MH-90 s/p Combine
M11-92 s/p Combine
MF-92 Super Combine
IH-14l s/p (cheap!)
JD-45 s/p Combine
JD-55 s/p Combine
nib*, Ky. coy Oct. 28, 1965 Page 4
MRS. BILL HOLLAND of the Bennett Home-
makers Club is being installed as president.
at left, by Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, president the
past two years. At right is Dr. Ray Mofield
of Murray State College - assistant to the
president, who was guest speaker at the 36th
annual meeting of the Fulton County Home-
makers Clubs held last Wednesday at the First
Methodist Church, Hickman. Dr. Mofield told
some 100 homemakers and guests about VISTA
and the JOB CORPS and discussed education-
al opportunities in West Kentucky and the
Economic Opportunities Act. - Courier photo
Junior Red Devils Defeat
Union City Jayvees 7-0
Mouth Felker Junior Red Devils pushed across a touchdown
In the early moments of the third quarter and then beat or
a determined challenge in the final quarter to defeat the Union
City Junior 17arsity 7-0 at South Fulton Thursday afternoon.
The Red Devils marched 55 yards for their touchdown
and it was tailback Allan Ingram who punched over from three
yards away to notch the six -
pointer. Bob Boyd ran for the
twin point to complete scoriae
for the night,
The Junior roreacioits
mounted their most micas
threat la the last four misides
of the game. With tarry Meg
and Randall Hurdlers spear-
heading the attack, the Union
City lads moved to a first
down on the Red Devil six. The
Booth Fulton defense, however,
rose to the challenge aid Udall
City was unable to secrete/our
tries.
South Fulton took over on its
owa three-yard line and ran out
the clock.
Cotton cloth of a fineness
yet to be surpassed was
woven in Egypt some 6,000
years ago.
• 41
/
STOP
FOR SAFETY'S SAKE—
Read the label! That's the
advice given in this emblem
designed to promote sale use
of insecticides and other
materials. On prominent dis-
play in many places; the
emblem is part of a coordi-
nated safety drive by the
agricultural chemicals in-
dustry, the Extension Serv-ice, farm groups, and other
organizations.
"%. 
No matter the occasion—good grooming is part of hav-
ing a good time Our exclusive drycleaning process
assures you that your wardrobe will be fresh and "like-
new" for every occasion. You are sure to be a winner
everytime with
MIRACLE FINISH
PROCESS
Ancrilable only at
0 X'a,te.a.44
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS INC.
Our 'Hat's Off To
TEXACO
on the opening of the
MOST BEAUTIFUL SERVICE
STATION IN FULTON
Complete Construction
by
HERSCUL JACKSON
Contractor
Clinton, Ky. Phone 653-6272
Barber Okays
No Shaving
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn.
—There was a time when men
chose last names indicative of
their professions.
That apparently waist the
Case with Col. James E. Barber
of Nashville, an aide to State
Adjutant Gen. Van D. Nunally
Jr.
Barber told Chattanooga Na-
tional Guard members who were
growing beards that they didn't
have to shave before going to
Slimmer Camp.
Many of the men were groom-
ing whiskers as part of the cele-
bration of Chattanooga's 1500
anniversary.
...
HIGH FLIER—Highest ranking military officer to ly the XH-51A canipouati aircraft.
U.S. Army Direc r of Aviation, Brig Gen G. P. Serape (right). and Lockheed-C*0-i
fornia Company t t pilot, Don Segner. leave the helicopter following their Right at
tisnard, Calif. Ge ral Seneff is also a veteran fixed wing aircraft and glider pilot.
The research XH-fil A—known as a compound aircraft because it has a rotor system
and fixed wines—has Sown at speeds of up to 272 mph and features a four-Waded
rigid-rot"• system With an auxiliary turbojet engine.
G&H Discount Furniture
41h and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012 _
CEDAR 
CHEST
A Terrific /3u
At Only
BAR-B-a
PORK
and
MUTTON
ON WORK
HICKORY LOG
UÜUOI — WINE
BEEN
— FREE PARKING
10)
51-45 Sy-Pus Fulton, Ky.
BE 'BUY EVER ON AROMATIC WASHERS
REASONS WHY
this new
is an outstanding value!
Model LPA 450.0(5) you GET ...
To save lots of money, too! Just look
at the special introductory price ...
. it.. I It_
( 1 ) YOU GET...
3 cycles to choose from to
let you wash all fabrics—
NORMAL, GENTLE and
SUPER SOAK!
(2) YOU GET...
Practically lint free washes
thanks to the fabulous
Magic-Mix' lint filter. 'Tat.
(3) YOU GET...
3 wash-rinse water temp-
erature selections to wash
all fabrics.
(4) YOU GET...
Really sparkling washes,
time after time, with the
exclusive SURGILATOR.
agitator washing action.
Itel•
P4935
•
IP 5
W/T
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY
MATCHING DRYER . . . • un.
year
Parts
WARRANTY
ONE YEAR FREI SERVICICON EVERYTHING
(S
-year warranty en the automatic washer sealed gear case)
With
Trade
14.2 Cu. Ft. No-Frost Refrigerator
• Exclusive IceMagic automatic ice maker
• No-frost refrigerator constant cold reserve
• Automatic interior lighting
• Three sturdy, full-width shelves
• Super-storage Inner door
• Twin crispers: room for a bushel of fruits!
Pole
Lamps
$6.95 /I
To
$29.95
• SHOP PRICE
— SHOP QUALITY
— SHOP SERVICE at
G&H Discount
Furniture
4th and Ky. Awes.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012
II•
•
Fulton, Ky.
FULTON
TEXACO
SERVICE
sas
Oct. 28, 1965
-.1•••
FULTON'S NEWEST ULTRA MODERN TEXACO SERVICE CENTER
216 West State Line Road
Dial 472-3961
TE
••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••,.
CO
You will like the outstanding service and the superior performance of
Sky Chief and Fire Chief Gasoline and Haimline and Texaco Motor Oil.
COME BY...
AND LETS GET ACQUAINTED
TOMMY -GAMY - CHUCK
Trust your car to the man who wears the star
FREE
soAtit 400
with each 8 gallons of gasoline pur-
chased.
FREE
Return empties and receive
Page 5
FREE LUBRICATION!
TI CO
**".' "'"".0011111011111011101111111.
• WINGO 6TH GRADE 4-11 club officers
elected at the first meeting pictured ( I. to r.)Ricky Stimson, president; Anita Prince, vice-
president; Bordello Shelton, song loader:
Rondo Laird, game leader; Donna Clapp, re-
porter; and Tim Murphey, secretary. There
were Si members in attendance at the last
meeting.
(Messenger photo by Graham Wilkins)
FRIDAY
11101`
FISH
1111Y!
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat MOO
Children 75e'
Fresh CaughtFisis
Husk Puppies:Slew,
Terser Saudi
French Seism
—MP
rannomsome-
I I KING.0-1-1E
,
KING-0
HEAT
COAL
MRS
King took the old-fashioned coal heater and
up-dated the styling. Its smart, new design
makes this dependable, economical heater an
attractive and decorative addition to any room
and King-O-Heat is the only coal heater with
the added convenience of a lift-up casing.
King-0-}feat gives more heat with less smoke
and uses less fuel, whether used with coal or
wood. You get up to 2 days heat without
ii vitrA
For dependable comfort and twonom
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
l'hun 152Commercial Ave.
it
Besides regular coin operated laundry
Happy Day Laundry
...NOW HAS...
Same
I aallniallia
'
•
NEW DRY CLEANING
MACHINES !
WHICH WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY
ON CLEANING BLANKETS, SPREADS, DRAP-
ER/ES, PMS, WOMENS AND CHILDREN
DRESS CLOTHES.
Drop Your Clothes Off
For Cleaning And Pick
Thom Up At Your Con-
venience
$1.51
Per 8 lb.
Lead
Loaded On TbakitIartin Highway, South Fulton
T1114,
L\\VYE1
9111Ir
"Patent Pending"
Vaudeville comedians used ID
have a lot of fun with "that famous
old Irishman, Pat Pending." And
even today, of course, it is a name
that we all encounter often.
What does it mean?
Far less, legally, than you might
suppose. It does mean that a patent
on the marked product has been ap-
plied for. But it does not mean that
the patent will necessarily be
granted (only about one half of all
applications are successful). Nor
does it mean that the product =k-
not be copied freely in the noon-
time.
Nevertheless, as a practical mat-
ter, such a notice may have con-
siderable "scare" effect. It warns the
would-be copier that the investor
might get a patent-at any moment.
And if that happens, the copier may
be left high and dry—with his dies
cast, his advertising printed, and his
merchandise ready to So.
Once a valid mast is issued, lie
inventor may slop ammo else from
makin& using, or selling the inves-
tion. Unless his patent is upset in
court, he retains that exclusive
power for 17 years Gem for de-
sign patents).
So exclusive is this WOW that,
generally speaking, no one can
make the product even for private,
personal use. Not until the 17 years
have passed does the initiation be-
come free for all, part of the pub-
lic domain.
Needless to say, such a monopoly
is unusual in an economy of free
private enterprise. But it is granted
in the belief that to encourage in-
vention is to benefit society.
It was this belief that led the Con-
stitutional Convention—by unani-
mous vote—to write a patent
provision into the Constitution it-
self. Since that time, patents have
been granted on more than 3,000,-
000 inventions. For, in the words of
Abraham Lincoln:
"The Patent System added the
fuel of interest to the fire of genius."
An American Ear Ameociatio• pub-
lic service feature by Will Bard.
© 1965 American Bar Association
That Gets 'Ens
FORT GORDON, Ga.
Stray and possibly dangerous
animals loose on a military res-
ervation are now being con-
trolled in an easy, gentle man-
ner, according to the provost
marshal's office.
An animal can be removed
without danger to either the
captor or captured by firing at
It a hollow dart containing nico-
tine concentrate. The animal is
momentarily stunned and can
be removed to an animal shel-
ter for observation.
Slightly Underpaid
BALTIMORE, Md. (AP) — J.
Jefferson Miller, manager of a
$100-million program to modern-
ize 22 acres of downtown Baits.
more, has been handed another
gigantic redevelopment job. He
will direct the planning and fi-
nancing of a blue.
print for developing 121 acres
around the city's harbor.
Miller will receive the same
Pay for both positions. $1 a
year.
18 Billion
Shiites Out
NEW YORE—Want to corner
the market? The New York
Stock Exclignen coulabi Ent
publicly MEW compatible, with
is billion ikons of oil*. worth
abate On
* )1!
*C1CarktieJ*
• The Army's first early military payday will come on
October 29. Under a bill just signed by the President. Armed
Forces personnel now may be paid up to three days early
when the last day of a pay period falls on a Saturday. Sun-
day, or a legal holiday.
• Officers who plan to take part in the Army's Advanced
Degree Program for graduate schooling at civilian institu-
tions should cheek a revision of AR 350-1100 for new require-
ments. Depending on the type of wheeling desired, the
results of the Graduate Record Examination or the Admis-
sion Test for Graduate School in Business must be included
with the usual application materials.
• A bill establishing a program of cash awards of up
to $25,000 for Armed Forces personnel whose suggestions
Improve Government operations has been signed into law
by President Johnson.
• Cash payments for up to sixty days Ironwood accrued
leave may now be paid to survivors of Army personnel who
die while on active duty. Public Law 89-151, approved August
28, 1965, authorizes the payment.
• The filing deadline for mustering-out payments has
been extended to January 30, 1946, for claims by those offi-
cers who were serving on active duty in a pay grade below
major at the time of integration in the Regular Army. Inte-
gration must have been between June 27, 1950, and July 16,
1952. See DA Circular 85-6.
• Recent changes in the National Service Life Insurance
program provide a waiver-of-premium provision to extend
coverage from age 60 to age 65. A new total disability in-
come provision offering up to $100 per month also provides
protection to age 66. Policy-holders should Cheek DA Circular
606-9. ( A NF )
•
From headquarters and hamlet, here's a pot-pourri from
the U. S. Army soldier's scene in the Republic of Vietnam.
Thirteen soldiers were on Use receiving end of unusual
bonen recently. General John K. Waters CINCUSARPAC,
visited three surprised sergeants in the 17211 Airberae Bri-
gade at Bien Hoe to report that their families were in good
health and high spirits. The four-star eater had chatted
with their wives and children before he lift his headquarters
In Hawaii.
About 200 miles north in Pleiku, meanwhile, ten officers
and men from the 2d Battalion, 18th Infantry, donned cere-
monial robes, drank rice wines, and gulped down the chopped
heart of a water buffalo ... all part of their initiation into
the Rhadi Tribe. The Montagnard's high respect for their
American comrades on the "Eagle Flight" VC-hunta was
symbolized by a bronze bracelet presented to each soldier.
Captain Usti Di Razza's Battery B, 3d Howitzer Bat-
talion, 17th Artillery, claims credit for the first shot fired
is Thema by the let Cavalry Divides (Ainnebile). It was
944 F-111. so Sunday, September 11 as the division ,waa
vaiikimelts ensome arrival here when the Divarty beMeareiV
numbs: three gun pumped out the ant round of a costisuoss
blankeetee artillery cover let the Air Cavalrymen. (AN?)
Next week: Pup tents with bamboo versed:a.
- - -
Fulton, Ky.
tait:It
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We Specialise In Service"
* Grossing • di Changed
* Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Let Us Belem* Your Tires
Clyde Fields Service Sta.
In the Heart at Down Tows Fulton
FASHIONED
FOR
COMFORT
Page 6
Vq1SPV:",1
Here's classical comfort in a smart looking
shoo for men. These, featured in our fall
selection, combine comfortable Cushioned
Flange construction with the exquisite styl-
ing of rich, luxury leathers. Ask for Cush-
ioned Flange shoes and step out in comfort!
BAY'S FAMILY SHOE MBE
220Labs ilike•19enitt 41111P9 • Mr: ait /
41• •
National's I'hird Floor
• • • SAVE • • •
1/3 to 1/2
each individually marked
!Built arou
gestures a
ilhigh • •
ljesoldeei pa
Moad Ra
-
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around a sequence from the motion picture "Goldfinger." this road racing Bei
Saturss a miniature Aston-Martin DB5 a nd a Ford Mustang chasing each other at
Foh speeds. The set, built to a 
scale of 1:48, consists of six 17-inch contoured and
ed panels which permit unusually easy assembly. Called the "James Bond 007
ad Racing Set." it is available execusively at Soars.
What's New This Christmas?
Soars Catalog Covers It All!
Telling new testimony that seat
. America's "leisure boom" is bust,- Toys, which make up almost a
lag out all ewer was Mewl Way- third of the book, also reflect la-
ne evidence is in ibe teresdng trends in the youngsters'
- Christmas catalog of Sears, Roo- tastes
awe* and Co., which is being die- A "secret pmt" theme recurs
trilinted to 11 mtRion families a- in many toys for boys, ondobutedly
:cross the notion, an impact of televon. Innocent-
:. T 4 Sean catalog — long ree- kokaog attache cases carry all
.-aignisad as a minor of American manner of make-belleve spy tools.
7.taaltes sad trends—reflects a dra- A promising new toy combines sec-
}made ennie of sports, hobby, and ret agentry and road racirqr. "The
▪ lloweatisa Merest. The result is James Bond 007 Road Race" fee-
.-
new merchandise design-torus a tuimel with surprise exits,trirg the fast-growing leisure a 40-degree hill climb, a leap across
-market. a bridge "washout" and other ob-
A wink-size peek through the cat- stares.
- slog reveals these sample innova- Other new toys operate just
tions: like "the real things." A toy guitar
—A CONVERTIBLE SOFA AND has de owe 1)&0n-operated awry&
POOL TABLE. The pool table is flee. A toy vacuum dinner—which
"built into the back of the sofa, ready donne — operates on house
yeltich swivels over the seat, lock- current XIS like mother's. More
ing into place for instant play. powerftl toy walkie-talkies trans-
-READY - TO
-ASSEMBLE :aiiratomarand jawas up 4o
SAUNA IiiiiiWircliageesty equip-
• ea morns for Sauna bathing — a Sla gnaw tread to toys of
- Finnish version of the steam bath— specie! Wilma to parents: They're
can be installed in basements, quieter and easier to assemble
snare rooms, or even outdoors- than ever before, and many more
—A 50-PIECE GLASS BLOWING come pre-assembled. Dad's night-
OUTFIT for n•alting delicate arse- bdur.(bt. in becondeg a
Anent*, goblets, of science equip- leisure amen," too.
EY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Five estiniate on cost of Installing • new Lesion Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, AM Electric Hsehlhansp-Elactrisl
Furnaces.
SMALLMAN SKEET METAL
FULTON, PHONE 472-1117
Famous
PHONE
FIRST!
Sandwiches
SI& Orden
PLATES
BASKETS
SPECIALTIES
BARBECUE PORK PACKS
"De It Yourself" "All the Fixings"
for Chuc.kburgers and Pit Barbecue
WHAT'S -GOING ON
HERE
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
The Federal-State
Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service
has released its re-
p o r t on the 1965
strawberry crop in
Kentucky. According
to this report, far-
mers realized a good Even with the lower
Y#411rwr/v4t+111411eT Yi1114-•:- •PX-oductioll Waf•-tY4#•r,
per acre being one of there is still--a good
the highest on record.
This year's yield
was 3, 200 pounds per
acre, with the total
production showing a •
six percent -increase
over 1964. The re-
port shows 1,300
acres being harvested
this year.
The Reporting
Service also shows
that an estimated
1,400 acres are ex-
pected to be grown
in 1966, with new
plantings to: account
for 48 percent of the
increase in acreages.
Harvesting of this
year's crap pro-
gressed rapidly, the
Service says, which
was in favor of the
growers. The major
harvest was com-
pleted a week earlier
than last year.
* * * *
The Reporting
Service also shows
Kentucky with another
good year in honey
production. However,
the total production
was down slightly
from last year.
Figu rjiJigwthis.
year's yield as being
2, 254, 000 as com-
pared to 2,550,000
pounds in 1964.
Fewer colonies and
lower yield per
colony caused the
decline.
s up p1 y of Kentucky
honey, a s the stock
from last year makes
the total supply five
percent above this
time a year ago.
Our State's bee-
keepers are doing a
good job, and while
honey isn't one of
our major commod-
ities, it still adds a
considerable amount
to our total income.
There 'is a good mar-
ket for Kentucky
honey, and with ex-
panded promotion
and sales programs,
the total industry
should enjoy a bright
future.
* * * *
I wish to commend
Gat a can-a-
HANNA
SATIN SHEEN
FLAT WALL FINISH
• Dries in 20 minutes
• Covers in one application
• Apply with brush or roller
• Wide range of colors
• Available in matching semi
gloms colors
A. C. Batts 111 Soas
East State Line, Fulton
Let Us Do Your
Lespeden and Soybean
SAVE ON 11111C0 TRUCK TIRES
6003(16 6-ply, U-46 $18.34
670x15 6-ply, U-54 $19.17
ECONOMY FARM
750x20 $41.95 825x20 ___ $49.95
our Kentucky Tobacco
Princess, Miss
Neysa Jo Routt,
Hodgenville, for her
participation in the
National Tobacco
Festival at Richmond,
Va. She represented
Kentucky in a fine
tashion and made a
lovely goodwill .
ambassador for the
burley tobacco
capital.
And speaking of
tobacco, Kentucky's
1965 crop is expected
toproduce411.8.
Fauns ass
Breads Foaail
Ii Our Store:
• Msrit suits' and sport coats
• Alligator topcoats and
all-weather coats
• Arrvw Shirts and sweaters
• • H-I-S Sportswear
• Hickok and Gem Dandy Belts
• Esquire and Gold Cup Socks
• Shield Jewelry and Toiletries
ietsesa 71te1('4 ?Veen
220 MAIN STRIMT
SAVE ON
hit° Nylon Tires
750 x 14
Tubeless Block
670 x 15
Tube-Type Block
MUCO WINTER
NUB & SNOW
750x14
$13.32
670x15
$11.83
4TH AND LAKE $TS.
PHONE 472-179
ONLY $11.1111
ONLY $9.14.
UNICO REAR
11.2 - 24, 10-24
11.2 - 28, 10-28
13.6 - 28, 12-28
13.6 - 28, 12-38
14.9 - 38, 13-38
11.2 - 36, 10-36
TRACTOR
4-ply ___ $37.36
4-ply ___ $41.75
- 4-ply - $56-63
4-ply ___ $67.12
6-ply _ $89.60
4-ply ___ $52.60
SAVE ON UNICO POWER CRUISER NYLON TIRES
775 - 670 - 15 (While $17.75 (Black) $15.50 NYCON TUBED
815 - 710 - 15 (White) $19.61 (Black) $16.75 600 - 16 Black __ $12.87
845 - 760 - 15 (White $21.15 (Black) $18.13 650 - 16 Black __ $14.79
CENTRAL AVE. SOUTH FULTON
Fulton, KY. wv Oct. 28, 1968 Page 8
OUR AD RUNS
6 BIG DAYS . .
NOT JUST 3 DAYS.
You Sore More When You Shoo
E. W. JAMES & SONS.
EGGS Grade A Medium
Doz. 89(
Finn Heads
CABIAGE
4. Sc
U. S. CHOICE
CHU
29 OZ.
rartilifEWS3 Gal s i 1 e 00 litrAOIEFSIGIA 2 1/2470R
reirs•R TintiFell'S 1/2 G-a-liaa 59( iLUIE, MILK GALLGN 86(
BABY Stppos rim 59t Eitittar 
URE 
mihettel La 49(
slinoT 
300 
 TAMANLESCANs1.00 cap eiiiESE 59,
COFFEE
FOLGER'S FOLGER'S
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS LB.
LIMIT
I PLEASE
each
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
LOW PRICES are always near when you shop here —
right at your fingertips on every shelf — on one high
quality product after another. And this is the TRUE
way to SAVE — on the TOTAL COST of everything
you buy! Sure we have SPECIALS, but our STOREVADE
LOW PRICES are the REAL REASON why the THRIFT-
IEST shoppers in town pass through the checkouts at
E. W. JAMES & SON ... every day.
lids week we feature... FULTON CO. 4-H BEEF!
E. W. James & Son bought 9 calves at the 4-H Club beef sale.
They have been processed and are now ready for you.
PLASTIC WARE 
/
WASTE BASKETS
MBLERS 011 NT Pkg.)
DISH
BASKET
FM
FRANKS ARMOUR (AU Moat)
MAYROSE
MILKY/AY, SNICKERS, FOREVER YOURS, U TE
CANDY BARS 3C0
8KT
UJ BUTTERFINGER, BABY RUMS
I CANDY BARS 20 BARB 9(
BRACH'S ASSORTED CANDIES
PICK-A-M1X
I-- BRACH'S
t!, CANDY py SUCKERS
- BABY 
r CANDY BARS
34 PER BAG
LB 49(
29(
10 BARS 39
We're Giving
Money Away
Each Time You Visit Our Store You Will Receive.
(Without Obligations) A FREE TICKET ... Drop
It In The Box ... Drawing Will Be Held Each '
Saturday At 6 P.M. Winning Number Will Be
Posted In The Store (Must Be Claimed By Tues.
You May Win
This Week's
Bonus Of 
S 
00N
Any Adult Corn* For FREE MAW&
IP
*REELFOOT liriglatris‘
SLICED BACON LB. 69c
PORK SAUSAGE KR" PURELB. 39
LB.
PKG 39CARM  ROAST
ifA NNED HAMS 3 La $3.19 C.,11TuBROAT
BREICET
CANNED PICNICS 3 Lh. $2.29 !OILINp BEEF
CHOPPED (8 Sticks Per Lb.)Oesn 
La 19c SELECT OYSTERSMINUTE STEAKS
Low Everyday Prices FOR 6
BIG DAYS Not Just 3 Days'
KRAFT VELMA 2LB. BGX19(
CREMERY BUTTER MAPLE LEAF LB. 13
Oleo Margarine LINII;E 5 LEa $1.00
CHOCOLATE _CHIPS BAKER'S OZ. 33(
COCONUT BA1448.3' ANGEL r=Ep.... 49(
CAKE MIX "1"""KER3 BIDXES $1.00
POPCORN GEE' GEE. 4 LB. BAG 49(
MORTON DINNERS :Amp... 39(
PEANUT BUTTER aulE Pil'i;tg. JAB 59(
GRAPES
RED TOKAY
La.
CAUIFLOWER SNOWY ""E
PET INSTANT 591 FREE SCOTCH TAPE
MILKDRYJ 
GIANT
WASHING POWDER
SANDWICUES DOG FOOD TRAIL BLAZER25 "6 $1.99
EYLI A M ES AN
 o
 50
SUPERMARKET
LOW
LOW
PRICES
PLUS QUA ITY STAMPS
La 55c
La 49c
LB 29t
99(
CRISCO
AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHORTENING
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco
Products.
LIMIT I
PLEASE
LB.
CAN 9
 WOO
TURNIPS
LB
HOME GROWN RED DELICIOUS &
LOW GOLDEN
L2W DELICIOUS
PRIFES
PLUS QUALIITY STAMPS
APPLES
iOc
EACH 39( MUSTARD GREENS HOME GROW% 15 GRAPEFRUIT NFELWO;17:
FROM OUR KITCHEN
Genuine Barbecue/ Cooked
slowly for long, lazy , hours
to flavor perfection over open
pits of glowing Hickory coals!
TAKE HOME A BAG FUW
HICKMAN, S:-FULTON, UNION CITY
1207
4-fl-CLUB
39( CRANBERRY SAUCE
39( DRESSING & GRAVY
59( BAKED BEANS
49( PEPARED SLAW
5 Lb Bag 49(
16 OZ,
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
39(
59(
49(
3
12 Quart $1.09
DM 69
HAM SALAD
FRUIT JELLO
FRUIT SALAD
BANANA PUDDING
OZ.
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
LB.
Ncl It takes a $10.00 Purchase
To Get Both Items Listed
In Ad With $5.00 _
Purchase.
6 BIG DAYS TO DO YOUR SHOPPING!
- — 
_
wirrir
4*-^ •••••
TVS!
MN(
ARS il)(
B 49c
29(
Llts 39(
I'!
.. Drop
d Each "
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r Tues.
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Ilsa9
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LB. 49(
LB. 29t
99(
1
b.Ht49
(
DZ. 39(
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z. 3
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Our Amigos Arrive!
and until the hour of their departure
the people of two continents "lived
and loved" true people-to-people
diplomacy.
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Fult News, THURSDAY, OCT. 28, 1965
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SPECIAL
UNANA FESTIVAL
EDMON
Our anana Festival Opens
Magic Door To Understanding
As fun-loving citizen, from far
and near converge on Milton this
week to mix with our Central-Ameri-
can visitors and with some specially-
invited other guests holding import-
ant public offices around the State
and around the nation, the Twin
Cities and their Banana Festival
again receive the spotlight of public
recognition.
It's a pleasant spotlight; a happy
and gay atmosphere in a unique set-
ting that has gained overnight na-
tional recognition for the twin cities.
It projects Fulton and South Fulton in
a pleasant, attractive manner not only
to our near neighbors, and not only to
our Capitals in Frankfort and Nash-
ville, and not only to our State De-
partment and other government agen-
cies in Washington, but thousands of
miles away to the Central- and South
American countries who have sent
representatives here to help us enjoy
this experience all the better.
Our Banana Festival is a vehicle
for gaiety and fun, but it is growing
as a deeper and more important event
than that. Now in its third item., it has
taken roots and established official
ties with central American countries
from Guatemala all the way down to
Ecuador, to the extent thatthe United
States Ambassador to Ecuador made
goecial trip to the twicltIes last
weekend to see ftrst-hitrhat we
are doing and to commend us all for
doing a job that even he cannot do
himself.
At Ambassador Coerr put it, "the
hospitality and the friendship that the
citizens of Kentucky and Tennessee
extend to their Central American
countries and their visitors proves
once and for all that the people of the
United States are sincere in their el-
-49
forts to bring the countries of the con-
tinents closer together in better un-
derstanding and neighborly enjoy-
ment" . . . "And that", pointed out
the Ambassador, "is a job that I can-
not accomplish by myself at all . . .
it is a job that you, as citizens of these
communities are accomplishing mar-
velously well and without even be-
ing asked to do it".
We are sure that before Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Coerr departed the
twin cities last Monday they discover-
ed that having our Central American
visitors here is great fun for us, and
that there isn't a citizen in the whole
area who won't go out of his way to
entertain them and to - learn from
them, as they learn from us.
So with that kind of an exchange,
both sides are the richer for the ex-
perience, and friendship and better
understanding are generated for the
benefit of years to come.
When the Festival was first con-
ceived, three years ago, it was fearea
that such small communities as Ful-
ton and South Fulton (combined pop-
ulation of not over 7000) would attain
only a limited success in achieving
national recognition for this unique
event. That thought was quickly dis-
pelled when area and national news
media eagerly publicized the event
and all of its unusual features, and
things have been rolling along since
then. And it has been a good show,
providing lots to write about
Another concern voiced after
last year's Festival was "is it too big
a job for these small communities to
handle?" That question seems to have
been well answered this year by of-
ficials—and students—of the Opera-
tion Amigo program, when they tell
us that a small town such as we have
is the ideal setting for such a thing.
In a large city, the visitors get lost
in the anonymous whirlpool of hu-
mani in a small the visitor
feels the warmth and hospitality of
everyone he or she meets, because a
visitor is recognized at once!
So let us build greater and deep-
er friendships with this, our third
Festival and let us go on and keep on
building, year after year, and enjoy-
ing the process. Behind the scenes
there is much work in it for hundreds
of dedicated people, but money can't
buy the happy thoughts that all of our
Central American visitors will take
back with them each year as they sit
in their far-away homes and think
back fondly of their visits to their
friends in Fulton Kentucky and
South Fulton Tennessee.
Those who participate in work-
ing for the success of the festival are
all the richer for having done so, and
while their reward may not be
measured in dollars and cents, it is
measured in satisfaction at having
contributed something to their com-
munity and to their visitors, and sure-
ly to themselves.
All in all, the International Ba-
nana Festival that we stage right here
on the Kentucky-Tennessee border
has a number of unusual qualities and
a lot of deep significance underlying
its gay whirl of carnivals, pageants,
mmiezil programs and exhibits. Its
developing international flavor hope-
fully continues to build good will and
sincere friendships that know no
borders, and no distances, no creeds,
no colors and no politics. . . just that
happy fitsitag- at-imwsploggetting-to-
know-people.
As Ambassador Coerr hinted in
his remarks last weekend, the United
States Government spends millions
on programs fostering international
friendships that actually accomplish
much leas.
Wa& with us inski• these pages to
MO what a small community can do
whoa the will and determination is
times
Ecuador, Twin Cities Partners For Friendly Alliance
Whoa roods* low tromolliag to oall11000111416On tMipSgSIi. beautiog."
Odicer, and Alberto Alarcon, general man
idols) ballarlars and
ECITArooFt
Ilse Friendly Aldine
et km& ANIVIACIO
PISW YORK
SOO Fifth Avenue
LO 5-6592
Ailla", RONDA
3311116weyne OW.
1
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS30 N. Michigan
DE 2-0063
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1757 K Street, N.W.
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General Information
on Ecuador
Now to get there: Both Quito and Guayaquil Ire served five timesweekly by Ecuatoriana de Aviacion from Miami; convenient connectionswith other U. S. cities. Quito and Guayaquil are linked by air (50 min-utes) as are other parts of the country. Consult Ecuatoriana for completedetails. Quito's modem airport is 20 minutes front town, taxi fare $2.00;taxis from Guayaquil airport to town about 111.00. Transportation withinEcuador by bus or train is very inexpensive, so are taxis and domesticflights.
Climate: Quito and Andean towns—spring the whole year 'round. Wearwoolens or topcoats for evenings. Guayaquil is tropical, wear light butformal clothing.
Food and Drink: Colon Restaurant, good steaks; Normandy, French;Rincon de Sicilia, Italian; Meson Andaluz, Spanish; Top of the World,at Hotel Quito, many excellent Ecuadorian and international dishes.Long drinks and aguardiente inexpensive. Pilsener and Victoria aregood national beers Whisky, expensive.
Cliistitvo Pat los snow
0UTILITY
"On The Avenue. nag the Coons did what all other
visiton to the Festival did . paused a wreath at the Avenue of the
Americas. Presenting the bouquet on behalf of Festival officials is
Miss Ecuador, Petrie% alliellisrm
Our Banana Festival is a vehicle
for gaiety and fun, but it is growing
as a deeper and more important event
than that. Now in its third year, it has
taken roots and established official
ties with central American countries
from Guatemala all the way down to
Ecuador, to the extent that the United
States Ambassador to Ecuador made
a special trip to the twin cities last
weekend to see first-hand what we
are doing and to commend us all for
doing a job that even he, cannot do
himself.
- As Ambassador Coerr put it, "the
hospitality and the friendship that the
bitizens of Kentucky and Tennessee
extend to their Central American
countries and their visitors, proves
once and for all that the people of the
United States are sincere in their ef-
forts to bring the countries of the con-
tinents closer together in better un-
derstanding and neighborly enjoy-
ment". . . "And that", painted out
the Ambassador, "Is a job that I can-
not accomplish by myself at all . . .
It is a job that you, as citizens of these
communities are accomplishing mar-
velously well and without even be-
ing asked to do It" 
Weare sure that before Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Coerr departed the
twin cities last Monday they discover.;
ed that having our Central .Anxerican
visitors here is great fun for us, and
that there isn't a citizen in the whole
area who won't go out of his way to
entertain them and to learn from
them, as they learn from us.
So with th‘t kind of an exchange,
both sides are, the richer for the ex-
perience, and friendship and better
understanding are generated for the
benefit of years to come.
, As Ambassador Coerr hinted in
his remarks last weekend, the United
States Government . spends millions
on programs fostering international
friendships that actually accomplish
,n3uch-less.
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1Everybody Loves Parade,- 50,000 Visitors Prove It
Climaxing the final day of the
Third International Banana Fes-
tival, a two-hour long parade
was wilnesPd by tre largest
crowd in its three year Watery
Saturdety. Kentucky State Po-
llee estimated that more than
50.000 persona were In he twin
*Ries for the gala celebration —
which is attracting nation-wide
recognition SA an effort at
people-to-people diplomacy with
the people of the banana-pro-
ducing countries of South and
Central America.
Beautiful girls dominated the
colorful parade, with Miss Rita
Wilson of Fulton, 1926 interna-
tional Banana Princess at the
beginning of the parade, and
Miss Patricia Ba'Materna, Miss
Ecuador of 1966, riding on the
Kentucky Department of Com-
merce float at the end of the
parade.
Miss Marcia Murray of Paris,
Tenn., who is Miss Tennessee
rode on the Henry I. Siegel float
and Miss Doris Ann Skaggs
(Miss Jefferson County, who
was second runner-up in the
Miss Kentucky contest) rode on
the Pepsi Cola Company float.
She represented Miss Becky
Snider, Miss Kentucky, who was
unable to attend due to
Many of the competing beauties
In the Festival pageant were also
in the parade.
Twenty-two marching bands
from Tennessee. Missouri and
Kentucky, 19 beautiful floats
and six marching units, plus
military bands were included In
the gigintic parade. Prizes to-
tailing $2000 were awarded the
winners.
The list float carried the
"world's largest banana pud-
ding", which was served to the
festival visitors at "Cabana
City" after the parade by Rita
Wilson, Marcia Murray and
Miss Ecuador. The one-ton pul.
ding, prepared by the Pure
Milk Company. will serve 10,000
people and every bite was con-
sumed.
The Lone Oak "Kentucky Co-
loneY' band won first place hon-
ors In the Class A competition.
Grove High of Paris was second
and Heath High was third.
In class B competition, Milan
High School's band won first
place; Martin High school was
second and Union City High,
third.
Class C winners were: Lewis?
County, 1st, Peadbody High, Ind;
and Reidland High, 3rd.
Jimmy Harrison, Martin, was
named best drum major and
Carol Ann Sisce of Hohenwald.
Tenn., the best drum majorette.
Both received trophies.
Winners In drill team com-
petition were: The Westernet-
tes of Mgmohis, 1st; Explorettes
of Fulton, 2nd and South Side
Starlettes, 3rd.
—The Westernettes of West-
wcod High School. South Shel-
by County. a 50 member pre-
cision drill team. is composed of
girls in grades through 12.
Judges were Yewe11 Harri-
son of Lexington, Tenn.. Josiah
Darnall of Murray State Col-
lege and Mrs. E. J. Eaton of
UTMB.
Float winners were: Non-Pro-
fessional — City of Greenfield,
let; South Fulton PTA. 2nd; and
Hickman Chamber of Comm. ercei
third,
Professional — Fulton-South
Fulton Chamber It Commerce.
lat; Pepsi Cola, 2nd*,. and Ter-
ry4.tores, third. 7
The l'ulton Lions Club bild
charge. of the Festival panel
— which was highly praised pir
all attending. Rat Turehum erea
the chairman. •
Kentimby Congressman Trak
eltribblattelbl and Tenni&
Cengreselsan Robert A. (1ats)
Everett were among the MN*
val visitors Saturday, arriviVi•
plane early that morning. They
reviewed_ the parade Rota the
TWO bandstand on lake EL
With them 
_Imre three fellow
eal 
7-- Johnny Walker
of Liraidelitnico, a former /Wimp
Ian, who was highly impressed
with the festival, RIg4 de Is
Oarsa of Texas and J. J. Plaids
of Texas, whose rather is a na-
tive truitonian. Congressman
Pickle repeesents President
Johnson's home district in Tex-
as.
Senator John Sherman Cooper
of Kentucky was scheduled to
attend the festival but had to
cancel his plans. His wife rep-
t/vented him here
Among the distinguished
-.heats, who have attended Imre
Governor Edward T.
Kentucky. U. & 
i 
'o Clue/dor, %Imbed* COM and
his wife, David vàksa, do.
outy coordinator for
for Progress, Dr. Gustavo
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East Tennessee Beauty Receives Coveted
Title Of International Banana Princess
Vicki Lynn Hurd Of Kingsport
Succeeds Rita Wilson; Cecille
SaTpson Is First Runner-Up
Miss Hurd will represent the
banana industry during the
coming year.
Mks Mint has held the fol-
lowing titles. National Sweet-
heart of the Sweet Corn Festi-
val, Queen of the Bast Tennes-
see Strawberry Festival, and a
finalist in the homecoming
court at the United States Mil-
'tam Academy at West Point,
N. Y.
Chosen as Miss Congeniality
by her bellow contestants wait
Mtn Margaret Ann Butts, of
Murray, granddaughter of Mrs!
Edith Lowe of Fulton.
bliss Kathy Bowland, as the
hiabest rated Kentucky con-
testant, was selected as Ken-
tidies repreeentatlye in the
Mu United Rides Contest in
No.,ibik. Va., later this month.
The two attendants to the
Banana Princess each received
$500 savings bonds. Mercer Lee
Price of the Price Foundations,
Inc., of tarmond Beach, Fla.,
served as a judge in the con-
telt and presented the sc.holar-
ships to the winners.
Coming as a surprise to all.
Mr. Price also presented 1250
saving bonds for scholarships
to the other two finalists, and
alro presented Beta Ann John-
son. of 'Hickman, one of the
contestants with a $500 sav-
ings bond, saying, "Anyone as
Interested in education as this
mans girt deserves it." This
made a total of $3.000 donated
In scholar/1M for the pageant.
8etni-ftnaUIts chosen at the
preliminaries on Friday nista.,
other than the five ensiling
named above, were: KatIN
Bowiand of Paducah, Elisabeth
Monne Fields of Jackson, pea-
t"' Jo Hamlet of Paris. Marie
Ruddle of Fulton, and Theresa
Wall of Paris.
The retiring Princess, Rita
vivacious Fulton bean-
11. 1... 4 "A
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Mercer Lee Price Adds Status To Princess Pageant
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By JOHN PARISH
A MASS saatisidip boon be
MIS lees Inneene Pelson
emdeetente kr bees mewed
by Fluids Obittsphist Mer-
cer Lee Pilo. liellawleg a meet.
2= last debt wilt pageant
Prim, lobe retir•d "lee
meg" 13yem's age ind hoe
worked "twløo as Med" trying
to give away reeney, told the
Julian Jaycee
ammdttee bawd Madmitigit
wail award MASI ie graab to
Payed omisetaile met year
"bombe a stack meting auk"
Ws will both. td year
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colleges to the United States
sad Ikrepa.
Peke In Aiding Jackson se
male le the bderestiomal Ba-
aceei Putival at Fain, Ky.,
be In awarding 0,000
acbelarehips to the Banana
Prisms sad two rummies.
Named Meek Les" by Ms Me
"adegled shildres," Prim says
this seen has stock aed te tre-
=17webuiledwbbei rots deal-
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The Banana Festival's elaborately staged princess
pageant achieved national and international status at
the close of its third annual presentation Saturday
night. Produced with the perfection of the Miss America
pageant by Jack Smith. and Jack Smythe of Jackson,
Tenn. this year's competition for the royal ruler of the
banana industry enticed beauty queens of national repu-
tation.
Major credit for the status position in which the
pageant ,now finds itself goes to a soft-spoken, generous
and keenly interested gentleman by the name of Mercer
Lee Price who donated ;2000 in scholarships to the
three top winners in Saturday night's final competition.
Miss Vicki Lynn Hurd, the new princess received a
$1000 scholarship and her first and second alternates re-
ceived $500 each.
Coming as a surprise to all, Mr.
Price also presented $230 saving
bonds for scholarships to the other
two finalists, and also presented
Reta Ann Johnson, of Hickman,
one of the contestants with a $500
savings bond saying, "Anyone as
Interested in education as this
young girl, deserves it." This made
a total of $3,000 donated in scholar-
ships for the pageant.
Mr. Price, president of the
Price Foundations, Inc., of Ormond
Hoe* Florida served as a judge
liar the peanut. Mrs. Price was
unable to eiteed Oa Festival, but
she shares a deep interest with
her husband, in seeing deserving
young people get an education. Mr.
Price is in wide demand as a
beauty pageant . The scholar-
ships awarded lUd night
bring to a total of IN the num-
ber of students receiving educ a -
tics as a result of greets from
the Price Foundations.
first runner-up was titian haired
Cecille Sampson, 19-year-old daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde t3amp-
me of Milan, Tenn. Miss Carolyn
Hamlet, 311, daughter of Mr. and
Mn. J. E. Mandet at Paris, Tenn.,
was the sewed runner-up.
Other finalists were: Donna Ford
of Trenton and Cynthia Gay Vin-
cent of Martin.
The new princess, who is five
feet eight, measures 2644-311. She
received $1,000 in savings bonds, a
crown and a banana-shaped trophy.
A sophomore at Mary Baldwin
College at Staunton, Va., Miss Hord
will represent the banana indaMry
during the coming year.
Miss Hurd has held the knowing
titles, National fieSwesIE of
Sweet Corn Festival, of the
East Tennessee Stra Festi-
val, and a finalist in the hessecens-
ins court at the United States MS-
itary Academy :41.7,
N. Y.
Cinema as Miss 'Of
her fellow manning was Miss
Margaret Asa Butts, M Murray,
granddaughter of Mrs. Keith Lowe
of Man.
lees Kathy lbefebad, as the
highest rated Kaatuelly notestant,
was selected as iesgarke • rvile
gentadve la the Min Milted States
Cense to /brisk Va., later this
mem&
flemaidleallets doom at the pre-
latitudes ea Inlay Welk ether
thin the five Onlists mused above
wan: Kathy lawland of Paducah,
Ilikabek Disuse Fields of Jackson,
Patty Is Hamlet of Parts, Marl
Riddle of Fulton, and Theresa Wall
of Paris.
The retiring Princess, Rita Wil-
son, vivacious Fulton beauty, who
has competed in Ma beauty contests
—and woe a goodly share of the
titles, bade farewell to the group
present, prior to making her final
walk down the ramp. She thanked
all who had helped her--especially
Mercer Lee Price, her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. E. Wilson, and the
many friends in Humboldt, 'attune
and West Timaessee as well as her
home-agent of Pdten. She received
a standing ovation from the audi-
ence. Miss Wilson is returning to
Hollywood for a screen career and
the hopes for a seccenful future
from many of this area go with
her.
A special guest at the pageant
Included Miss Patricia Sallesteres,
who is Miss Ecuador of 1900 and
who represented her country in the
Miss Universe contest this year in
Miami. She has bees received with
warmth and enthusiasm at every
appearance she made during the
Festival. She is an airline steward-
ess with Ecuatoriana Airlines.
Miss Ecuador was presented a
plaque signifying bosomy (Mina-
ship in the State of Tennessee by a
representative of Governor Frank
Clement, who was unable to attend
the Festival
Miss Marcia Murray, of Paris,
Tenn., Miss Tennessee was also
presented at the pageant.
Dave Overton, WSM Radio and
TV at Nashville was the emcee and
Joe Kincaid of Humboldt, the or-
ganist.
The Fulton Rotary Club sponsor-
ed the beauty pageant, as it has
during the other two fesitvals.
- 
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Fashion Show Most Unusual Event Of This Festival
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beloved end popular JO* KaNto crimp° P!# two *Woo n tho
litttn;Areert‘st timed .11sen rbe -4464 arlth tho twit .olokola
hand anttha presentation of a aistinsatin fashion show. Ross kno
Mark (right) k shown In native drama. Ric Full** hostess. rbasa•
Forrester. wears a garment Au Merfa sewed for her. Pictured on
lids Pogo are the PorticiPooto I A1 14100.11 figbion show staged be-
fore WOO people. the lamest c,dovvir:to sies*. In the twist cIttw#
Everything connected with this year's Banana
Festival is a "first", including the program on Fri-
day afternoon at two p. m. when a Latin-American
Fashion Show will be staged to the tune of the ma-
rimba band and strains of chamber music from the
famous Navy orchestra from Millington. The show
will be held at Cabana City auditorium
The fashion show will be attended by two gov-
ernors (Kentucky and Tennessee); United States
Senator John Sherman Cooper and his lovely wife;
Honorable David Bronheim, the United States to
the Alliance for Progress and a score of high rank-
ing industrialists and state and national government
9fficials.
It bids well to be the most unusual fashion
show and musical program America has ever seen
because the models will be American and Latin-
American young ladies.
Miss Ana Maria Crespo, assistant director of
the Guatemala Tourist Commission will be in
charge of the fashion show and international rela-
tions program. She told Festival officials today:
"All of you have been hearing the marimba
band as a dance and concert group, but wait until
you hear them furnish the music for a fashion
show."
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WAS HINGTON
Chairman
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Kentucky
I have learned from Congressman Frank Stub-
blefield and Congressman Robert Everett that the
twin cities of Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton,
Tennessee are celebrating the third International
Banana Festival. I am happy to extend warmest
greetings to the citizens of the twin cities, to the
group of young people from Latin America who
are your special guests, and to all others who have
joined you to make this festival a memorable occa-
sion.
Lyndon B. Johnson
President of the United States
11111111.11EMIN1flIIIIIM1111111111111111111t
EMBAJADA DEL ECUADOR
WASHINGTON
New York, N. Y., October 2, 1965
President
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Kentucky
As the third International Banana Festival
comes to a successful conclusion I wish to reiterate
again how very much I appreciate the honor of you
having me with you all in the lovely twin cities of
Fulton and South Fulton. I was more than sad to
have missed being with Governors Breathitt and
Clement but I hope I can make it up next year. In
the name of the Governor of Ecuador I would like
to thank you most warmly for all you and the citi-
zens of Fulton and South Fulton, as well as the
State of Kentucky, are doing for American Ecua-
dorean friendship and especially for the way you
have treated our lovely Miss Ecuador and the boys
and girls from Operation Amigo. Best wishes to all
of you.
Gustavo Polit
Minister Counselor Embassy of Ecuador and
Representative of Ecuador to 20th United
Nations Assembly.
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GUATEMALA TOURIST COMMISSION onesemew illAMLIMMIWPOSA
WAsHMOToN. D. C.
October 2, 1965 
p.:
:4: Guatemala, October 8, 1965
Mrs. Paul Westpheling The ever so present motto of the Festival
Fulton, Kentucky 
:?•::::i
Friendship through Understanding - Project Unite Us - has certainly..*:'''
Regret more than I can say that I am unable to tied very strong and dear knots in the heart of every Guatemalan whow"
be in Fulton today and join in the Banana Festival. bi:• attended the Festival for the second consecutive year and we were
It is a great day for Fulton and I send you and all :1i.: i most delighted to have been able to enlighten and bring authentic
congratulations and best wishes. I am very gleel: musical gaiety to "you all".
that my wife is with you attending the festival. Sinam:•A::::si:::::::::::::::::::::::::K.. 
cerely, ••••..:•,.....::•:::..::::•:•:::::::::::::*:!::::*•55Y •&!.....{.!{4..W.Z.,
k44), John Sherman Cooper
•••:•::
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Pe k - tic DEPARTMENT OF STATE
October 4,1965
Dear Mrs. Weslpheling,
Thank you again for the opportunity to meet
with you and the people of Fulton and to see the
exciting work going on in your community. As I
said during the Festival, if other communities
throughout the Hemisphere could ,learn from your
example, Latin America would be rapidly trans-
formed.
I ant going to investigate the possibility of
having a USIS film done on the activities of ralton,
and will perhaps be in touch with you at a later
date.
Thanking you again, I am,
Sincerely yours,
David Bronheim
Deputy U. S. Coordinator
Smile, Latin - American Style, Language At Festival
2-D The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 28, 1065
honorable Gustavo Polit, Minis-
Counselor for Economic and
inasercial Affairs at the Em-
say of Ecuador in Washington,
11 represent his country at the
ternational Relations and Indus-
11 Appreciation Day on Friday,
ftober 1.
His visit to the twin cities to at-
ad the third International Banana
utival will be an exciting and re-
arding event to him, since he is
e author of a proposal to cele-
ste an annual banana festival in
mador for the purposes of good
iblic relations for the banana in-
'dry.
In his letter accepting the invi-
tion issued by the Banana Fes-
ral Association D. Polit said that
is his fbnd hope that the ideas
it will gain from the local Festival
III help him to put into motion a
miler event in Ecuador. Among
le proposals he has made to his
runtry in eonnection with a Ba-
in& Festival is to invite all of the
frkt queens" of the United States
ad of other countries.
He said, "I do hope that Bas-
icity and Tennessee have many of
win that we can invite." Among
hem will be the winner of the
'rime.. Pageant in connection
,,, •
Elsewher; in this Immo the Honorable Gustavo !slit. minister-coun-
..
selor for &endow amproasss ths enormous enjoyment he witnessed
while on his all-lioo-short visit to the twin cities. TM photographs
substantial* his statement. Hers he is at Cabana City greeting a
young friend. whiis Ana Maria Craqpo and marimba band enjoy the
want
with the third International Banana
Festival.
The distinguished diplomat is Mar
Secretary of National Economy of
Ecuador and a former advisor to
the Governments of Mexico and
Venezuela. He has taught Econo-
mics at lise National 'University of
Mexico, Mexico City College and
College of Mexico.
Widely versed in diplomatic rela-
tions, be has represented Ecuador
In more than thirty international
economic conferences. He has writ-
ten two books on the economy of
the United States and on comaser-
cial banks. In addition to his ex-
perience in international diplo-
macy, he is an author of some note.
He has contributed articles to sms
than twenty newspapers and maga-
zines in various Latin-American
countries.
Dr. Polft is married to an Ameri-
can girl from California. They have
five chiktren; two of them are at
American universities; one at
Madison, Wisconsin and the second
at M. I. T. in Boston,
Dr. Polit has attended New York
University, Olivet College, Michi-
gan University and the University
of California in Berkey, wizen he
took his Pb. D in Economies.
. 4
a appy event when good golfers get to piny with a mei "P
re
• Kayo Mullen of Union City, Bobby Nichols. 1154 PGA*rimpf
• McDade of Fulton, Jim Pryor and Fred Lancaster of Mayfield
and Pat Nanney of Martin show they're happy because they 
weft
to the famed golfers in an exhibition match at the
ra was always a crowd at the Cabana showing art works of twin
city residents. Miss Ecuador. Governor Breathitt and Commerce
Commissioner Katherine Paden are shown in front of the booth.
Others in uced included —
Hugo Warm, public relations
representative for the Ecuda-
orean government tourist com-
mission and Alberto Alarcon,
general manager for Ecuadorean
government tourist commiseitmo
Alberto Martines-Fants, salmi
directer for Ecuadorian Airlines
Miss Patricia Ballesteros, Was
Ecuador. her mother, Mrs. Mr-
Once Ballesteros and Miss Ana
Maria Crespo, assistant director
Of the Guatemala Totaist Com-
mission, who was e popular
'visitor
espo se ter
the emcee, Cousin Tuny, during
the entertaining program.
A member of the Marimba
Band presented an emblem of
'friendship to the president of
She Banana Festival as a to-
ken of his country's apprecia-
!lien of the Festival
Music, fm an
with a Latin American flavor
was the order of the night Wed-
nesday at Cabana City as a
large crowd attended the gala
Inter-American Music Fisetst.
The Marimba Band of Gua-
temala delighted the audience
thunderous applause for all its
with many numbers and drew
members, but their presentation
of "Dixie" brought the greatest
ovation. Their program also in-
cluded their own composition of
"Banana Festival Cha-Cba."
Miss Patricia Aulestia, the
Prima Ballerina of Ecuador,
lave two dance numbers — in
costume. Clodoveo Gonasales,
one of Center America's out-
Standing organists, u00001Panted
her numbers, which were dell..
.ghtful to the festival goers.
Many dignitaries were present
for the Fiesta and were recog-
nised. Senor Oustava Pollt,
tninister counselor for econom-
ic affairs for the Ecuadorean
embassy In Washington, was
presented and praised the Fes-
tival and its aims of cementing
drleod between this cotes
America.
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 Wherever People Work
op,*
to make
rbwW1
Pure Milk Co.
a READY TO HELP WHERE NEEDED SO WE
CAN GROW TOGETHER IN HEALTH, FRIEND•
SHIP AND UNDERSTANDING.
The Quits FAVORITE!gamitgistga.............• WE ARE STAUNCH FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS •
You'll Always find the
ALL STAR
DAIRIES

A Letter . . . These Faces . . . Tell Success Story
Of Festival's Goal, Operation Amigo Program
A Word From Ths Editors
No need to identify the people in these photo-graphs . . . their faces tell the story of the friend-ships made through understanding. For years tocome these young people will correspond with eachother . . . share the interests, the plans and the prob-lems of their respective countries.
Many of the young people who came here hadnever been to America. Only a few of them couldspeak English when they came. Many of themcould not understand a word of our language.But after two weeks . . . living and sharing to-gether their coincidence of interests, there was nolanguage barrier. When the students arrived, agroup of our young people sang the song "Gettingto Know You, "to our welcome visitors. The wordshad to be translated to them. When these pictureswere taken, on the night the bus took them awayfrom our homes, but not our hearts, the Amigos re-turned the song; the words that they did not learnin English during their stay here, they improvisedin Spanish. But the meaning was all the same.
Indeed, our new found friends got to know us
. . . we :4. t to know them and our lives are richer forhay' • I' these treasured frieri„„;,..
prolierb,-11hAt in15riler to
make a ithnusand-mile journey, we must take thefirst step," here in these twin cities we have takenthat bold, first step. It is our hope that in the yearsto come we will continue the journey to find peace,friendship and understanding around the world.The letter is from Alfredo Loayza M, the young
- artist who exhibited his paintings at Cabana City.You can tell the thoughts in his heart . . .though the words be written in faulty English orimpeccable Spanish.
.Translation
Mr. Director
The Fulton Shopper
209 Commercial Avenue
Fulton, Kentucky, U. S. A.
Mr. Director:
I would like you to issue the present letter inyour pawr as a message from Amigos to all the peo-ple of Fulton where I spended the best days of mylife.
Letter from an absent:
With love to all who are loved by us and those
ones who loved us.
When the furtive tsar, which is fervent, burnedand quiet, buried the cheeks that when they weretogether with us, too. In order to say goodbye, wefelt that we were leaving pieces of our hearts, as-sessed and that the yours were among us, as a partof our life.
"Love is painful to me"
I would say so, when in the air with the lastgoodbye your loving hands raised and say to us howpainful is a farewell.
But here, in any corner of this world where ourhearts beat at the same time as the yours making
only one, the yours which is lovely and kind andthe ours anxious to go back next to those faces suclloved to the lips that so quietly pronounced our
When you kiss your parents, we'll be there
with our heart and mind with our love next to thelove of your house.
When you bless the ground, the very bread,
when you bless your son, you'll be blessing us. Do
over our hands.
When you love your brothers, fathers, mothers
and brides, we'll bless that noble winning manners
of the man. The man who loves people like him,
man who loves his fellow being as he loves him-
self.
Even when our body was dying, our grave in-
corporates in the epitaph of the forgethfulness, we
will be living as an external flame among you.
Some time ago I have written this sentence:
"When man searches the unknown it's be-
cause he searches himself. When man havefound the answer to that unknown, hehave found the real worth of his life . . .he has found himself."
And that's what we were looking for, you are
the cause. We will have congratulated because ofthat farewell which make us to realize the reality of
the true love that untouchable link which get to-
gether each other.
"How lugubrious as the waiting and
how blue are the farewell"
Like the sea gull with its broken slowly looks
a dark sky and returns to see, return its sight to the
place it left. We are like sea gull, and we'll be back,
because we love you and you love us.
The great North American poet, Walt Whit:f.
man, in his "Song to Man" writes, saying that it's
not the most important the nationality greatness of
the United States. The law aspect, the church, and
so on. He says the best and nicest about the commod
of the people.
The common of the people, that's what we have
found in you, the true North American people in 4
crosslet of strength, love and comprehension. 3
That's why you have got our heart, you have
broken that monotony of the life in order to give ui
a rayof sun, a ray of light, of hope, the hope that 4
us that we'll be back.
We'll miss the piece of the sky which covereci
us; the dark foliage of the trees which looked WI
tenderly and lovely; the wind which use to escap4
from the old most fine piano and more than all thaS
.song that I'll always keep in my heart, that song wi
sang and was taught from your lips,
"Getting To Know You"
We'll let down the heads and we'll hide the ab-
sent tear of love and will bless the heaven for have
give us the pleasure of knowing and love you.
Affectionately,
Alfredo Loayza
Montufar 926-924
Quito, Ecuador, S. A.
COULDN'T BOLD THIN MCI— The dhletY
of the Wombats* Beam Teithe In Fulton-
South Fun.* &treed to sadiesellaturday night
as the 34 South American youlpters, visitors
In the Twin-Cities for two *asks, prepared
to depart. Mars minimal down the Ales.
at both the local and deo* Aveertesa
dents and a few adults were eholedlitilperde
as well. (Photo by Aden.)
CONGRATULATIONS
Ills indeed gratifying to see what two small communities lithe central part
of the United States can do toward fostering and building later-American good-
will when they set their minds and hearts to do the job.
In the short space of three years, the communities of Fulton and South Ful-
ton have built a Banana Festival that not only continues to develop top-level na-
tional recognition, but attracts the warm support and friendship of Central and
South American countries as well. There is, in our estimation, no finer theme
than the "people-to-people" contact which the Festival is fostering in larger
measure each year. Such a concrete program of friendship is building founda-
tions that will endure for lifetimes.
We at Standard Fruit and Steamship Company are happy to participate in
this Festival, and to add our support. We, too, seek to build lasting friendships
between the citizens of the Americas for better understanding, closer coopera-
tion and a free world.
Standard Fruit And Steamship Company
- • -
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